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ABSTRACT 
Factor Analysis of a Self-report Problem 
Inventory for Use in Clinical Settings 
by 
William F. Corey, Master of Science 
Utah Stole University, 1986 
Major Pof essor: Dr. Elwin C. Nielsen 
Department: Psycho 1 ogy 
A factor analysis was performed using 609 subjects, each of whom 
completed the 265 Hem self-report problem inventory. Factor analysis 
was used in this context as the logical first step in the development of 
the problem inventory. For the purpose of analysis, 240 of the Hems 
were used. Results suggest that there may be utility in further 
research involving the problem inventory. A literature review of 
current diagnostic issues, se 1 f-report inventory issues, diagnostic 
interviewing issues, and finally, self-report inventory development is 
included. 
( 79 pages) 
I NT RO DUCT I ON 
Self-report inventories have long been used as an aid in diagnosing 
psychological problems. The vast popularity of the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory attests to the fact that a self-report 
inventory which is re 1iob1 e ond va 1 id hos o p 1 oce in psychodi ognosi s. 
More recent 1 y, however some attention has been given to diagnostic 
inventories which relote to Diagnostic ond Stotisticol Manual (DSM) 
categories of potho1ogy. Presently, there is no well reseorched ond 
vohdoted self-report inventory which is sensitive to DSM categories, 
ond yet does not require o trained interviewer or inordinate amounts of 
time for interpretation. Such on instrument would be on aid both to 
diagnosis and to psychotherapy outcome research by providing eoslly 
administered pre and post testing to identify the presence of 
psychopathology and measure its increse or decrease during 
psychotherapy. 
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Stotement of the Problem 
For many ye ors, cl i ni ci ans and researchers hove been very 
concerned about making accurate diagnosis of medical and emotional 
problems in order to f ocilitote treatment. In recent years both 
clinicians and researchers hove increosingly stressed the importance of 
stondardi zed diagnosis to f aci 1 i tote a common bosi s of understondi ng 
among all concerned 1n order that they may ·effectively comunicote 
about the disorders for which they have professional responsibility· 
(APA, 1980b, p 1 ). The most widely accepted and comprehensive 
diagnostic reference tool to date is the Diagnostic and Statlstlcal 
Manuo l of Mental Disorders. Thi rd Edition (DSM 111). Despite en t1 ci sm of 
the DSM 111 (Mclemore & Benjamin, 1979; Benjamin, 1981), it remoins 
the guidepost of clinicol diagnosis. Professionols have attempted to 
increose the volidity and reliability of their diagnoses, a variety of 
approaches hove been tried. In recent years, behovi on sm hos become a 
do mi nont influence in psycho 1 ogy, and its pn nci pl es hove influenced 
diognostlc models. Clinicians hove recentl~ ottempted to operationolize 
their definitions of di ognost i c syndromes by specifying in greater detoi l 
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the behoviors which these syndromes involve. Thus diognosis is 
becoming increosingly bosed on the presence ond seventy of specific 
behaviorol symptoms (APA, 1980b). The DSM 111 in fact catologues 
specific behaviors for the cllnician to note inf ormulating a diagnosis. 
This approach to diagnosis was chosen because it oppeors to moke 
possible much more occurote cotegonzotlon. Given the increosed 
concern with specific symptoms, ond the widespread use of the DSM 111, 
it seems most oppropnote to use the concept of noting the presence or 
obsence of specific behoviors, in oddihon to thoughts ond feehngs, in 
further attempts to refine diagnostic procedures. A multldimensionol 
approach, such os the use of a combination of behavioral, cognitive ond 
emotive measures, is suggested in order to odequotely ossess changes 
due to the theropeut i c process. 
Although diagnosis hos been refined and improved o great deol lt is 
shll on imprecise off air. Field trials performed dunng the development 
of the DSM 111 show thot even experienced cllnicians often do not ogree 
on diagnosis (APA, 19800), and there is some concern obout the correct 
use of diognostic instruments ond procedures (e.g., Wiens & Motorozzo, 
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1983). There is, therefore, a need for continued refinement of 
diagnostic procedures. This need is perhaps more important with 
inexperienced clinicians and with paraprofessionals whose lock of 
experience and training make accurate diagnosis and understanding of 
diagnosis a greater problem. Although the DSM 111 has improved 
diagnosis immensely, there is still frequent confusion ond disogreement 
among experienced clinicians in its use. One rather obvious possibility 
would be to capitalize on the strengths of the widely used DSM 111 by 
refining, clarifying, and providing more understanding of the diagnostic 
categories that it defines, and developing an instrument which would 
use similar priciples and diagnostic categories, but with greater 
objectivity and reliability. 
Purpose of the Study 
The present study attempted to take a first step toward develping 
an instrument which would be a useful tool in diagnosing emotional 
problems. This author acknowledges the need to develop multiple 
measures for diagnosis, but concentrates on the development of a single 
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instrument for use in conjunction with other measures. The instrument 
is constructed to assess behavior, cognition and f eellngs. 
The proposed inventory is a structured, self-report instrument 
which asks subjects to rate behaviors, cognitions, and affect. In the 
continuum from non-structured psychiatric interviews to highly 
structured instruments such as the MMPI, the proposed inventory is 
closest to the more highly structured instruments. In terms of 
rellobihty, self-report instruments are generally acknowledged os being 
superior to interviews, due to the fact that the some questions ore 
asked in the same order for each subject (Anastasi, 1968). Highly 
structured se 1 f-report instruments ore a 1 so considered to be more vo 1 id 
than on interview. The reoson is thot with on interview much of the 
validity os well as the rehobllHy, comes from the interviewer's skill. 
An interview, even one based conceptually on the DSM 111, may lead 
to incorrect decisions because important data were not elicited or 
because given data were inodoquotely or incorrectly interpreted. On the 
other hand, while 1t is more reliable, on inventory moy not be volid since 
one connot guorontee occurote perception, on the subject's port, of the 
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intention of the item, and also since the restrictions due to answering 
the same questions in the same order for each subject may lower 
diagnostic validity because of the restrictive nature of the instrument 
(i.e more types of information may be gleened from an interview which 
employs less structure) (Anastasi, 1968). As a rule, however, current 
research indicates that more highly structured instruments ore likely to 
be more valid than those with 1 ess structure. Whether a stat i sti ca 11 y 
validated test is as accurate as a clinical interview depends on the 
situation and the skill of the interviewer (Anastasi, 1968, p. 152). 
Anastasi suggests that when tests with known high validity can be 
obtained they should be used. 
The thrust of this study, therefore, was to develop an instrument 
whlch would more accurately measure client variables, and which would 
be sensitive to DSM 111 categories of diagnosis. It was believed that an 
inventory of the type used here has a good probability of demonstrating 
some type of test reliability. Because it is based on behaviors listed in 
DSM 111, and thus has face validity, it also hos a good possibility of 
being shown to hove other types of validity. 
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Given the current need for therapists to document the 
effectiveness of their work, and given olso the increased inclination of 
both thernpists and researchers to use instruments which use 
indications of the presence or absence of particular behaviors, thoughts 
and feelings in both diagnosis and in measuring outcome it seemed 
worthwhile to attempt to develop such an instrument. Given the 
widespread use of the DSM 111 for diagnosis it seemed worthwhi 1 e to 
begin by working to make a related instrument which would be easier to 
use and more re Ii ab I e. 
The present research used a highly structured self report 
instrument which should have the potential to provide greater 
reliobility than a psychiatric interview. In oddition, this inventory is 
possibly sensitive to categories of DSM Ill diagnosis, and may (after 
considerable research) prove to be useful for diagnostic purposes, if 
acceptable levels of diagnostic validity can be reached. 
The inventory is, in fact, quite similar to the Millon Clinical 
Multiaxial Inventory (MCMI) (Millon, 1985) in structure and in types of 
questions asked, the mojor difference being thot the inventory attempts 
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to cover more diagnostic categories than the MCMI. Furthermore, the 
inventory is thought to be significantly different than instruments such 
os the Diognostlc Interview Schedule (DIS) (Robins, 1985), the 
Psychiatric Diagnostic Interview (POI), and the Structured Clinical 
Interview for DSM-II I (SCIO), all of which require an interviewer rather 
than simply self-administration. 
Again, although such instruments ore of immense value in 
diagnosis, the superior reliability, ond possible greater validity of o 
self-report structured instrument may moke it more valuoble both for 
clinicol diagnosis and for research purposes (Anostasi, 1968). 
Ultimate 1 y, of course, until much more definitive reseorch is 
completed, a variety of instruments (including structured interviews) 
should be utilized ond researched in order to capitalize on the various 
types of reliability and validity found in each, and to fully define which 
ore most effective. 
In order to develop this self-report problem inventory, the logical 
first step, ofter assembling o suit ob le pool of items, is the f octor 
onolysis of items currently found in the inventory so os to determine 
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which items represent factors that are aligned along the same 
dimensions as DSM 111 diagnostic cotegori es. A factor analytic 
procedure, in f ocihtatlng the clustering of items, olso provides o 
logical bosis for further studies involving the reliability and validity of 
the instrument. 
Therefore, this study wos designed to perform on explorotory 
foctor analysis on a self-report problem inventory for the purpose of 
determining whether or not certain groups of items on the inventory 
have some resemblance to diagnostic cotegories found in the DSM-II I. 
These ore considered to be the first steps in developing the problem 
inventory as a possible measure to be used along with other types of 
techniques for di ognosi s of psycho 1 ogi co 1 prob 1 ems. In the 1 onger ronge, 
the development of such an instrument might serve an even more 
important purpose, thot of providing o more occurote bosis for 
ossessing efficacy to treatment. 
!:!Yoothesi s 
The f octor structure found within the se 1 f -report prob 1 em 
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inventory wi 11 rev ea 1 groups of questions whl ch conceptua 11 y re 1 ate to 
diagnostic categories found in the Diagnostic emd Statistical Manual of 
Mento 1 Disorders. Thi rd Edlt ion. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The Development of the DSM 111 
The beginning of deYelopment for the DSM 111 come 8bout in the 
eorly 1970's os a response to the World Health Organization's increosed 
interest in ·mu1tiaxia1· systems of dhignosis (Rutter, Shaffer, & 
Shepard, 1973}. The major difference between the DSM II tmd DSM Ill is 
the inclusion in the DSM 111 of 8 multiaxial system of diagnosis. 
Multiaxial, in this sense, refers to the diYision of major categories of 
diagnosis into (in this case} five sections, 011 of which contribute to on 
overa11 diagnostic picture of the patient's pathology and current 
functioning. Since the present paper concentrates on an assessment 
instrument which only concerns itself with oxes I and II, further 
discussion of the total multiaxial aspect of the DSM 111 wi11 be 
curtailed. 
In terms of reliability, the DSM Ill field trials (Spitzer, Forman, & 
Ne~, 1979; APA, 19800} show relatiYely good reliobility coefficients 
for oxes I ond II (.70 ond .60, respectively}. This suggests fairly good 
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i nterrater reliability in terms of diagnostic agreement bet ween 
cl i ni ci ans. Al though the DSM 111 has not been without controversy, 
especially in it's development (Boyer&. Spitzer, 1965), it seems 
relatively safe at this point to assert that the DSM 111 is in the 
forefront of psychiatric ond psychological diagnosis. Therefore, the 
impetus for the present study rests on the assumption thot the DSM 111 
is an accurate tool for assessing psychopathology. 
Self-report Inventories 
Self-report inventories such os the Minnesota Multiphosic 
Personality Inventory (MMPI) (Hathaway&. McKinley, 1940) hove long 
been used as aids in determining di ognoses of psycho l ogi cal problems. 
Recently, the validity of the MMPI hos been questioned as to its 
continued opplicobility in psychodiagnosis due to the use of outdated 
norms. Even one of the MMPl's developers, Hothawoy, ( 1972) in the 
MMPI Handbook, suggests that the time hos come for either o better 
instrument, or improved ond updated procedures for the MMPI. In spite 
of these opporent shortcomings, some reseorchers (e.g., Osborne, 1985) 
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hove suggested thot the MMPI is still useful for identifying potlent's 
pothologies, ond for studying therapeutic outcome, if used as a 
hypothesis generating tool to be verified by other methods. The author 
be 11 eves that Osborne recognizes the obvious uti 11 ty of o se 1 f -report 
diognostic inventory for certain applications. 
The Millon Clinical Multiaxiol Inventory (MCMI) (Millon, 1982) was 
developed with the purpose of bridging the gap between self-report 
inventories and the type of diagnostic cotegories found in the DSM Ill. 
Factor-onolytlc studies using subscole scores on the MCMI have 
identified three pnmory foctors which were nomed: 1) Moladjustment, 
2) Psychoticism, and 3) Extraverted acting-out (Choco, Peterson, & 
Shanley, 1986). These foctors seem to be related to previous foctors 
obto1ned from the MMPI (Eichmon, 1961; Kasseboum, Couch & Sloter, 
1959), which were nomed: 1) malodjustment and 2) 
·ntroversion-extroversion. These so-named foctors also seem to 
coincide with Eysenck's ( 1976) triad of Neuroticism, Extroversion, and 
Psychot 1 ci sm. 
Although Millon hos worked extensively with his instrument, it hos 
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recently come under attack for it's incongruence with the toxonomy of 
the DSM 111 in terms of content vo li dity (Wi di ger, Willi oms, Spitzer & 
Frances, 1985). Widiger, et al claim that Millon used his own toxonomy 
rather than that of the DSM 111 1 n constructing the MCD I. A 1 though 
Millon ( 1985) asserts that this problem has been rectified by further 
refinements of the MCDI (namely the creation of the MCDl-11), it remains 
a question as to whether or not Millon's instrument truly represents DSM 
111 categorization to a full extent. 
Diagnostic Interviewing 
As mentioned above, the obility of clinicions to moke diagnoses 
which ogree with those of other clinicians is perhops somewhot less 
than idea 1. Si nee diagnostic interviews ore st 111 the standard procedure, 
severol attempts have been made in the past to try to somehow oleviate 
this reliability problem situation by the use of more structured 
interviewing techniques for the purpose of making a diagnosis. 
Spitzer, Endicott & Robins ( 1975) identified five sources of 
unreliability in making a clinical diagnosis: 1) ·subject variance,· 
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which pertains to patients who hove different conditions at different 
times, 2) ·occasion vanance, ·which refers to different stages of a 
condition at different times, 3) ·information vanance,· which is 
present when clinicians have different information about their patients, 
4) ·observation vanance,· whlch occurs when clinicians observe 
different things in the presence of the same patient generated stimulus, 
and finally, 5) ·cntenon variance,· which occurs when clinicians use 
different diagnostic cntena. 
Spitzer et al . (1975) suggested that the largest source of vnnance 
in making a diagnosis is cntenon vanance. This may have been their 
rationale for being involved in the development of the DSM 111. The 
second largest source of vanance, according to Spitzer, et al. ( 1975) is 
information vanance. The Research Diagnostic Cntena (RDC) (Spitzer, 
Endicott,&. Robins, 1978) was developed with the purpose of more 
rigidly structunng the diagnostic interview in order to help reduce this 
source of unreliability. One problem with the RDC, as pointed out by 
Meier ( 1979), is that the instrument has only been normed for an 
inpatient population. This would moke inferences using the RDC 
questionoble if the subject popu1otion wos onything but an inpatient 
populotion. 
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Another diognostic interview schedule, the Schedule for Affective 
Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS) was developed by Endicott and 
Spitzer ( 1978), olso for the purpose of decreosing inf ormotlon vononce 
in o diagnostic interview. The SADS is intended to be used os o oid in 
dato collection for evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, and also os on 
meosure of patient chonge. Both the RDC ond SADS were developed with 
DSM 111 cnteno os o bocl<ground, in on ottempt to focilitote the 
reduction of criterion vononce. 
Although diagnostic interview schedules certainly hove their ploce 
in chnicol proctice, there ore some problems associated with the use of 
such instruments. Rappoport, Gill, and Schaf er ( 1968) pointed out that 
the chnicol interview is highly susceptible to both subjective ond 
objective vonobles. More recently, Bromet, Dunn, Connell, Dew, ond 
Schul berg ( 1986), in using the Schedule for Affective Disorders ond 
Schizophrenio, Lifetime version (SADS-L) found thot the agreement for 
diagnoses wos rother poor ocross time (temporol stobility). One reoson 
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for this, they pointed out, W6S thot the interviewers were perh6ps not 
well enough troined in interviewing to use the schedule. Indeed, 
Mot6rnzzo ( 1983) suggests th6t the user of 6ny di6gnostic interview 
schedule should be f 6mili6r with di6gnosis in gener61 if S6tisfactory 
r esults 6re to be obt6ined. 
Thus f 6r, however, there is no 6ssurnnce th6t even more highly 
trnined interviewers would m6ke highly reli6ble di6gnoses b6sed on the 
SADS-L study. Given Anostasi's ( 1968) belief in the rel6tlve 
superiority of highly structured instruments, the development of o 
structured self-report problem inventory seems like 6 productive 
possibility. Therefore, following Spitzer ond Willloms ( 1984) toct of 
developing o structured interview bosed soley on the DSM 111 (The 
Structured Cli ni c61 Interview), but using 6 se 1 f-report inventory 
inste6d, would possibly improve the accuracy of diagnoses by providing 
6 more formal method of following DSM 111 criteri6 for di6gnoses. 
Deve 1 ooment of o Se 1 f-report 
Prob 1 em I nventoc:y 
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The most widely used ond the best current diognostlc tool oppeors 
to be o structured diagnostic interview schedule, which not only 
requires the interveiwer to be odept et diagnosis, but olso Jeeves much 
to be desired in terms of proven reliobi1ity, even omong experienced 
clinicians. For this reoson, the present study focused on developing o 
self-report diagnostic inventory which con be administered without the 
presence of o quoltfied clinicion. Using on instrument which hos olreody 
shown reliobility (the Behavior Checklist) (Elliott, 1975), the present 
study proceded by odding items derived from the DSM 111, which possibly 
top behoviorol, cognitive ond affective indices of psychopathology. It is 
believed thot such on instrument os the proposed problem inventory 
would be useful in aiding diagnosis, while at the some time be eosily 
odministered, scored, ond interpreted. 
In his dissertotion, Elliott ( 1975), who wos moinly concerned with 
developing o theropy outcome meosure, followed Poul's ( 1967) 
suggestion to reduce client voriobles to self reported behoviorol indices 
in order to ossess theropeuti c outcome. To occomp 11 sh this, Elliott used 
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what he called low inference items (which reflected various distressing 
behaviors) arranged on o likert-type scale (from 0= never to 5= always) 
which clients could complete prior to and following a given number of 
therapy sessions. The resulting instrument was then tested for internal 
and overall rellobilHy using o college student population. The issue of 
using a college population to determine reliability on o therapeutic 
assessment instrument wos addressed by Kubat ( 1977) who, in her 
thesis, used Elliott's Behavioral Checklist to test for reliobillty with o 
clinical population. She confirmed Elliot's findings of the reliability of 
the instrument and also improved the f ormot of the items. The result 
yielded o revised inventory which hos high reliability for assessing 
therapeutic outcome in terms of the distressing behaviors which bring 
clients to therapy. 
The present study proposed to capitalize on the results of research 
obtained from Elliott's and Kubot's studies by generating on instrument 
which utilizes similar items and others which describe infrequent but 
important behaviors. Moreover, the present study related the resulting 
inventory to DSM 111 diognostic categories by use of o factor onolysis. It 
20 
1s possible thot this opprooch wlll lay the f oundatlon for further studies 
involving rehobility, diognostlc vahdity and perhops the use of the 




The subject populotion for this study consists of 615 
undergraduate students enrolled in: 1) four general psychology closses, 
2) two sect1ons of developmentol psychology, ond 3) two sections of 
career development. Subjects were 441 mole ond 561 female, w1th o 
meon oge of 20.8 yeors (stondord dev1ot1on = 3.71 ), ond orange in oge 
from 17 to 46 yeors. Rociol ond demogroph1c voriobles were not 
collected, but the vest majority of subjects were coucosion (hosed on 
observotion by the experimentor ond o knowledge of the general 
demographics ot Utoh Stote University). 
Subject 1dentit1es were 11m1ted to oge, sex, closs ottend1ng ond 
dote of odministrat1on. No identifying vor1obles in terms of nome, etc. 
were retained in the raw dote. This population is hypothesized to 
include persons who ore suffering from o variety of psycholog1col 
' 
problems, encompassing o lorge number of diognost1c categories found 
tn the DSM Ill, with the exception of some of the extremely rare 
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conditions such as multiple personallty, transsexuallsm, etc. Although 
there are no statistics ava11able as to the frequency of various 
emotional disorders in this particular population, casual observation of 
the range of problems presented at the Utah State University Psychology 
Department Community Clinic suggested to the author that a wide range 
of disorders is probably to be found in this population. University 
students are, of course, above averoge in intellectual ability, but so far 
as is known, this systematic bias does not correlate with or suggest the 
likelihood of a preponderonce of any particular kind of emotional 
disorder. The Task Panel Reports Submitted to the President's 
Commission on Mental Health ( 1978) estimated in 1975 that between 
0.5 and 3:g of the population suffer from schizophrenia, 0.3:g of the 
population suffers from ·manic-depressive· disorders, 8 to 13:g of the 
population suffers from ·neuroses·, and 7:g of the population has a 
persona 1 i ty disorder. More genero 11 y, the Task Pane 1 est i moted that 15:g 
of the overall populotion suffers in some way from a mental disorder 
(Task Panel Reoorts. 1978). It seemed reasonable to assume that the 
popuJotion for this study would contain similar proportions of people 
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with emot 1 ono l prob 1 ems. 
The proboble obsence of subjects representlng rore cotegones of 
DSM 111 diagnoses is not considered to be o threat to the validity of the 
present experiment, since the prevolence of such disorders is so low 
anywhere in the United Stoles as to moke standordized diognosis of such 
disorders a difficult (if not impossible) enterprise under normol chnicol 
di agnost 1 c circumstances. 
Since the scope of the present study entailed simply determining 
factors in which items clustered for the proposed inventory, this type 
of problem would be addressed at a later dote, if reseorch into the 
diagnostic predictive validity of the proposed inventory were ever to be 
undertaken. This issue points toward one of mony problems in 
generalizing reseorch findings of the proposed study to populations · 
outside the state of Utah, which may noturally differ in diagnoses, etc. 
Again, such questions are beyond the scope of the present study, and 
should properly be addressed in further resesarch. 
Meosure 24 
The measure used for this study was developed by Elwin Nielsen 
and the outhor, Deportment of Psychology, Utah Stote University. 
Kubot's ( 1977) revised behoviorol checklist consists of 149 Hems that 
ore completed by the therapy client using o six-point, Ukert-type scale 
(0= never to 5= always). In the development phase of the self-report 
problem inventory, Nielsen included a11 of the items found on Kubat's 
revision of the checklist and then expanded H to include important but 
infrequent behaviors by generating questions that were applicable to 
various DSM 111 diagnostic categories. This was occomphshed by toking 
eoch DSM II I category definition, comparing the criteria used for 
diagnosis with items found on the Kubat instrument, and either 
restructuring or reformulating questions based on the criterion. In the 
process, a number of the original Hems found on the instrument were 
eliminated, the wording of a number of items was changed, and a 
number of items not found on the original instrument were added. 
The author foil owed a similar procedure, making a careful 
inspection of the Elliot-Kubat instrument and Nie 1 sen's addH i ona l 
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items, and double-checking for indicators hsted in the DSM 111 which 
had been overlooked but which are potentially important to a clinical 
population, and which needed to be addressed by specific items. Such 
items were then constructed and added to the inventory by using the 
DSM 111 cri ten a as guide 11 nes. In this way a 11 of the diagnostic 
categories for DSM 111 were covered by items in the inventory, except as 
noted below. Items added by Nielsen and Corey were primarily items 
describing behaviors, cognitions and feelings which are not often 
displayed, but which are considered by mental health professionals to be 
extremely important when they are observed, and which would round out 
the instrument to fit with the DSM II I. 
With the additional items, the self-report problem inventory has a 
total of 265 items and covers every major diagnostic category found in 
the DSM 111 whose en teri a are not more readll y defi nab 1 e with speci a 1 
measures, such as mental retardation (see appendix A). The immediate 
advantage of ref erring to DSM 111 is that that document provides a ready 
stimulus for generating items for the wide range of behaviors that 
might be of concern in a clinical situation. Since the items on the 
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proposed inventory are of the same nature as the original checkllst in 
terms of using specific questions about various behaviors, cognitions, 
ond f eellngs of the client, it 1s postulated that items ore relotlvely low 
1nf erence, that is, the items are "easy" to answer 1n that subjects do not 
have to make an 1nf erential judgement to determine if a given item 
applies to them (e.g. questions either apply or they don't). In developing 
the instrument and thinking about its possible application, it seemed 
worthwhile to cons1 der the possi b 1 e effect that responding to inventory 
items would have upon therapeutic outcome. Burton and Nichols ( 1976), 
in using the Behovi orn 1 Target Comp 1 ai nt Form ( wh1 ch asks c 11 ents to 
list behavioral complaints that they would like to have changed in 
therapy), emp1ricolly estoblished thot such o procedure does not, in 
itself, affect the outcome of therapy. In comparison, the present 
inventory would likely be no more reactive and would possibly be even 
less reactive than the Behavioral Target Complaint Form, simply 
because it mere 1 y asks for a roting on various be ha vi ors, rather than 
' 
having the client generate a list of fond therefore contemplate rather 
deeply) behoviors which ore distressing to him/her. The author's logic 
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is thot when on individual goes to the effort of thinking or reminding 
oneself of o problem, and then writing H down, that person is more 
likely to reoct to the instrument thon if less effort were required. 
At this point 1t may be useful to clarify definitions. Elliot, and 
following him, Kubat, ref erred to their instrument os o checklist. 
Strictly speaking, 1t did not 6Sk the subject to ·check· items, but rather 
to rnte them. The present J y proposed instrument might most properly be 
called 6n inventory, since it asks people to r6te themselves on 6 large 
number of likert-type items. The logic of the present author is that on a 
checklist the respondent simply checks items on 6n inclusion-exclusion 
basis. A questlon6ire is usu61ly open-ended, 6nd on 6 roting sc6le, the 
respondent mokes rotings on o few dimensions. The present instrument 
requires ratings on 6 Yery large, inclusive number of Hems. The term 
inventory seems appropriate, and will be used here after to describe the 
present instrument. 
Procedures 
735 problem inventories were odministered to subjects over o 
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2-month period beginning in March, 1986 and ending in May, 1986. Of 
these, 615 were returned (subjects were allowed to take the 
inventories home overnight). An informal survey by the author revealed 
that completion of the inventory took an average of 45 minutes, with 
some subjects claiming as much as 90 minutes and some claiming as 
11ttle os 30 minutes. Of the 615, 6 inventories were discarded due to 
incompleteness, leaving a total of 609 inventories for analysis. 
Furthermore, the items which requested female responses only (items 
115 through 121) were excluded from onolysis, os were the Jost 18 
items (items 248 through 265) since these were simply repetitions of 
ear11er items (repetitious items were added at the erroneous advice of a 
statistician, who loter agreed that there hod been o misunderstanding 
concerning the use of SPSSX for factor analysis) This left a total of 
240 items for onalysis. 
Following ~ata collection, the inventory ·scores· were subjected to 
several types of factor analysis. The final analysis consisted of a 
principle axis solution, using an obhque rotation. In the words of 
Kleinboum ond Kupper, ( 1978, p. 376) 
Factor analysis is a multivariab1e method that has 
as its aim the explanation of relationships amon_g 
several diff1cu1t-to-1nterpret, correlated 
variables in terms of a few conceptua11y 
meaningful, relatively independent factors. 
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In addition, factor analysis may be used to group test or inventory items 
into ·relatively homogenous and independent clusters· (Anastasi, 1968). 
It is for these reasons that factor analysis has become increasingly 
popular for the purpose of identifying which variables relate to various 
factors proposed as the measures of numerous inventories, checkhsts 
and other types of instruments (e.g., Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1978). The 
use of factor analysis in the present study wos justified os a means of 
determining whether the individual items could be grouped together to 




An exploratory principle ax1s extract1on w1th an ob11que rotat1on 
yielded 54 rotated factors (three factors were d1scarded because their 
1tems loaded well on other, "earlier" factors) using an eigen value of 1.0 
for the factoring cutoff level. The cumu18tive percentage of variance 
expla1ned by all 54 factors was 69.61, w1th only 16.51 of the vanance 
expla1ned by the f1rst factor. Appendix B provides a summary of the 
factors with the problem inventory items they include, along with 
individual e1gen values, percentages and cumulative percentages of the 
vanance explained by each factor, and finally, factor loadings obtained 
from the factor pattern matr1x (since the rotation was oblique) for each 
item. In addition, an arb1trary label has been assigned to each of the 
factors. 
The Ko1ser-Meyer-Olk1n measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) 
(Kaiser, 1974) equalled .91096, an ide>< which Kaiser would characterize 
as ·marvelous". The MSA increases as the number of variables 
1 ncreoses, the number of common factors decreases, the number of 
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cnses 1ncrenses, nnd the nvernge megn1tude of correlnt1ons 1ncrenses 
(Kn1ser, 1970). The h1gh MSA velue suggests thnt the dntn 1nvolved 
(1nd1v1dunl 1tem ·scores· on the problem 1nventory) mny nppropnntely be 
nnelyzed through the use of fector nnnlys1s. 
Using e stnct 1nterpretet1on of the scree test for determining the 
number of fnctors (Cotten, 1966) (seperet1ng substnntive from error 
fectors) leeves only 6 fectors, eccounting fore mere 331 of the totel 
vennnce, end encompess1ng only 67 of the 240 items on the problem 
1nventory. A more loosely deflned scree test suggests the 1nclus1on of 
23 fnctors, eccount1ng for 50.91 of the totel vnnnnce, nnd 
encompnssi ng 145 of the 1 tems. 
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DISCUSSION 
Although there oppears to be o glowing problem with this study in 
terms of how mony f octors to use in interpretotlon, the motter is 
simplified by the fact that the 54 f octors identified by use of the 
Koiser-Guttmon rule (extraction of factors with eigenvalues greater 
thon or equol to one) encomposs oll of the items on the inventory. The 
fact that there ore so many factors is likely due in part to the large 
number of items on the inventory, ond the foct thot so mony diffemet 
types of behoviors ore described by the 1tems. The inventory was, ofter 
oll, intended to ossess forty four different diognostic cotegories found . 
in the DSM II I. If these ore f oirly discrete diognostic cotegories, os 
some clinicions think, then it is perhops not unexpected to find o lorge 
number of factors. Furthermore, ·relaxing· the more or less arbitrary 
rule(s) for factoring may be an important port of on exploratory factor 
onolysis, since o very stringent determination of residuol error factors 
could possibly eliminote ·good· explonotory f octors in the process 
(Cattell, 1976, p.61 ). 
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For the present, then, the author has chosen to report all the 
factors which have eigenvalues greater than or equal to one. At th1s 
stage in the exploration of the instrument there may be additional 
justification for retoining items with low f octor motrix volues since 
m~my of the diognoses in DSM 111 ore mode on the bosis of o single 
behovior end therefore the inventory hos only one item for thot 
diagnosis. Other diognostlc cotegones include mony different 
behoviors. This difference in numbers of behaviors between diognostlc 
cotegories moy be adding some numericel confusion to the results. 
As con be seen in oppendix B, with few exceptions items within 
f octors generally group together in ·intuitively obvious· categories 
which hove subsequentely been le.belled by on experienced clinician not 
otherwise involved in the study. In odd1tion, the outhor hos noted thot 
the fectors seem to follow a more general pattern which resembles 
Eysenck's ( 1976) triad of Neuroticism, Extroversion, and Psychoticism. 
The present author hos used these some terms olong with the factor 
lobels for factors which intuitively fit within one of the tried 
cotegori es in oppendi x B. 
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This •tnod· also appeored in o factor analys1s of subscale scores 
(not 1ndiv1dual 1tems) of the Millon Clin1cal Mult1axial Inventory (Choco 
et al., 1966), and earlier in a factor onalysis of the MMPI (Eichman, 
1961; Kassebaum, et 01., 1959). 
As is to be expected, the factor groupings did not neatly coincide 
with DSM 111 diagnostic categories as specified in the hypothesis. 
However, many of the factors may be interpreted os being indicative of 
vanous types of psychopathology, as labelled in oppend1x B. An 
interesting finding of this study is that the familiar triad of 
Neuroticism, Psychot1cism, and Extraversion (Eysenck, 1976) continued 
to appeor throughout the problem inventory, across numerous factors. 
Appendix C shows the proposed relationship of problem inventory 
items to DSM 111 diagnostic categories. The only truly homogenous DSM 
111 diagnostic category which remoi ned intact in the factor ana 1 ysi s is 
that of Post Troumotic Stress Disorder (factor 7, ond the one item 
factor 34). Nevertherless, many of the other proposed item groupings 
have remained at least partially intact, ot least up to factor 23 (the 
most "liberal" scree test cutoff point for foctoring). 
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It seems reosonoble thot the nonconcurrence of foctors to DSM 111 
cotegories is because the behaviors, cognitions, and emotions ossessed 
on the problem inventory, when grouped together, moy not be singulorly 
i ndi cot i ve of o given DSM 111 di ognost i c cotegory. In other words, some 
of the items moy be indicotive of more thon one diognostic cotegory, 
rather thon being unique to o given diognosis (e.g., the item ·1 hove 
trouble sleeping· is found in foctor 7-Post tn~umatic stress disorder, 
whereos o similor item; ·restlessness· is found 1n foctor 14). 
There oppear to be severol type of foctors which hove emerged 
from the onalysts. The first is thot which mimics or dupltcotes o given 
DSM 111 di ognost i c category, such os post troumot i c stress disorder 
(foctor 7). In the post troumatic stress disorder factor the inventory 
items which were written to define the diognosis foll neatly into the 
factor and circumscribe it rather precisely. Several other factors do 
not m1m1c DSM 111 diognostic cotegories quite so completely, but 
nevertheless, do have rother strong similarities to o DSM 111 category. 
The second type of factor ts thot which defines one primary 
chorocteristtc of a diagnostic category, such as depression (foctor 6). 
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The depression factor (factor 6) appears to define the experience of 
depression which cuts across several diagnostic categories, most 
strongly, the two categories of major depression and cyclothymic 
disorder. Additionally, there are other diagnostic categories where 
depression is characteristic, albeit relatively less important. As they 
are defined by DSM Ill these two categories have depression as primary 
characteristics, along with other features such as, in the case of major 
depression, appetite disturbance, sleep disturbance and tension. In 
other words there are several diagnostic categories in which depression 
is a characteristic. The diagnosis that is made depends on a 
combination of characteristics. 
On the other hand, perhaps there are simply two or three different 
shades of a particular symptomatic characteristic, such as depression 
anxiety. When defined adequately each of these may be shown to 
contribute to the dicignosis of certciin problems, but not to others. It 
appears then, that many of the factors are primary characteristics of 
. 
one or (usually) more diagnostic categories. This being the ccise, it 
eventually may be possible to make rather good patient diagnoses from 
the inventory by observing the WGY the fGctors f811 together in the a 
pGrticular patlent's inventory score profile. 
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In other words, it is possible thGt 8 combinGtion of fGctors could be 
used to exp1G1n 8 single diagnostic cGtegory. For exGmple, the 
diagnostic category of depression has meny different implications 1n 
terms of semGnt1c differences. A depressed patient mGy be 
experiencing e number of different sensations, cognitions, and f ee11ngs, 
oll of which contribute to the patient's report of 8 subjective state 
called "depression". A number of different factors in the problem 
inventory contain items which would access a patient's subjective 
reporting of the state of depression, but which currently Gre spreed out 
Gmong different factors. For examp 1 e, the items "The things I do aren't 
as worthwhile Gnymore" and "I don't do as many fun things anymore" are 
contained on two different factors. Although both of these items might 
be S81d to describe e self-report of the condition of depression, they 
heve been sepGrGted by the process of factor Gnalysis, Gnd 1t mGy be 
thet eech of these defines e depressive cherecteristic which is 
different in different diGgnoses, end thet either of them will define the 
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formal d1agnostic category of depression. 
Thus, from a diagnostic point of view, the above inconsistency may 
be due to slightly different aspects of the same disorder. Certainly 
different types of depression may be present in a given population of 
patients, such as "neurot 1 c depresson", "psychotic depression·, 
·melencholia", etc. If there ore octuolly different subtypes of one 
diognostic cotegory, then perhops a re-examination of the problem 
1nventory is in order, and it may turn out that the problem inventory can 
refine ond clor1fy trodit1ono1 diognosis. 
As mentioned prev1ously, there are some d1ognostic categories in 
which o single item is diognostic. These diognoses ore usuolly very rore 
in the population, ond so did not foctor out well. An obvious exomple is 
item number 128: ·1 can become more sexuolly oroused with animals". 
This item would, by itself, be diagnostic, but in the factor analysis it 
was combined with a number of similarly diagnostic items relating to 
sexua 1 prob 1 ems. 
Add1tionally, there are some of the "later· factors which appear 
very similar to "earlier" (1n order of stet1st1ca1 s1gn1f1cance) fectors. 
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For e>eample factor 54 (3 items) and factor 55 ( 1 1tem) both conta1n 
items (3 altogether) that were designed to be diagnostic of pan1c 
disorder. However, factor 9 contains 9 items that were created to 
assess panic d1sorder and one item that was designed to assess 
genera11zed an>eiety, which is very closely related to panic disorder. It 
may be that these loter, less st6tistica11y significont items ore not 
1ncorporated 1nto the ear11er related factors because the behaviors, 
cognitions or feelings which those items define occur much less 
frequently 1n th1s population, or it may be that they ore probing a 
s11ghtly d1ff erent facet of the g1ven d1agnos1s (e.g., panic d1sorder). 
Moreover, there are some of the later factors that have a variety of 
items which appear to cut across several different diagnostic 
categories in ways that are not immediately sensible. These factors 
may be comb1ning together low frequency items that, for this 
population, are not particulaly diagnostic of ~my of the regular 
categories, or there e>e1sts the poss1b111ty that items in these later 
categories were not as well represented in this population due to higher 
react1v1ty of the 1tems, greater reluctance on the part of subjects to 
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respond •truthfully" to the items, or D comb1nnt1on thereof. 
Thus, nlthough " totol of 57 f octors wos extrected in the rotot1onol 
solution, it moy be thet mony of the f octors (e.g f octors 24 through 57) 
could be comb1ned nnd/or grouped w1th other enrlier foctors due the 
f net thnt mnny of these f nctors nre "cooperot1ve· (Cnttell, 1952). 
Cooperotive f octors ore those f ectors which contoin veriobles thnt lond 
relnt1vely well on more thnn one foctor. With the present snmple, the 
problem inventory test items mny not be well enough ref1ned to 
d1scrimincte between melodies which, though conceptunlized in DSM Ill 
os d1st1nct1ve, hnve fentures thnt ore common to D number of different 
d1ognostic cotegories. For th1s reoson the cooperntiveness of foctors 
mny be token into nccount 1n order to explnin the presence of whet 
oppecr to be sim11or fnctors. Such" possibility might be explored by 
conducting" foctor onnlysis of the inventory token on " much lorger 
populet1on which included pot1ents from" mentol heolth cllnic os well 
es subjects from the generol populntion, such es those in the present 
study. 
Finnlly, w1th more resenrch the problem inYentory moy proye to 
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be useful 1n cetegoriz1ng general psychopathology es 1t relates to the 
dimensions of neuroticism (or maladjustment), psychoticism, end 
extreverted acting-out, in addition to the already established di8gnostic 
category of post traumatic stress disorder. Thus, the problem inventory 
may be useful for the purpose of aiding a c11n1cien in mak1ng a DSM 111 
type diagnosis by virtue of the numerous behaviors, cognitions, and 
emotions wh1ch ere assessed, and by the degree to which the 1nventory 
C8n d1 scri mi nate bet ween ·psychot 1 ci sm·, ·neuFot i ci sm·, and 
·acting-out·. 
The fact that basic diagnostic categories emerge in the factor 
analysis mey be a sort of stet1stica1 validietion of these components es 
contributing entities in clinical diagnosis, and thus support the value of 
diagnostic systems such es DSM Ill. That seme feet also reflects the 
complex1ty of human behaY1or, where meny characteristics may blend 1n 
different ways. Once again, consideration of these two notions suggests 
that further systematic statistical analysis of bas1c d1egnos1s, which 1s 
made possible by such epproeches es the present one, mey help to refine 
end clarify our d1egnoses. 
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This study does cppecr to h6ve moved closer to the gool of 
developing c dicgnostic instrument which will be sensitive end intriccte 
enough thet it ccn bee good outcome meesure. The fcctors thet emerged 
eppeer to define cherecteristlcs of meny of the commonly used 
diegnost1c cctegories. Thus, there is considercble fcce velidity to the 
23 fectors thet e loosely defined scree test would include. The items 
thet comprise these fectors would very Hkely meke c sensitive 
indicetion of psychotherepeutic effectiveness. Thet cssertion will, of 
course, need to be tested inc ccrefully controlled experiment using o 
clinicel populetion end cppropricte controls. 
Limitctions 
One limitetion of this study wes the use of c singuler subject 
populction (students enrolled in psychology clesses ct Utch Stcte 
University). Although fcctor-cnclytic studies used to e)(plore the 
structure of e test often employ such limited subject populctions 
' 
(Ccttell, 1978), 1t is believed thct results mey hove been eltered by the 
use of c more heterogenous populct1on (1n terms of reciel, ege, end 
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soc1a1 demograph1cs). 
Another 11mitat1on of the study involves the nature of the 1nventory 
itself, that is, the large number of items contained on the inventory. 
Th1s problem was port1o11y oddressed by the use of o lorge subject 
population (close to three times the number of items), however, the high 
number of foctors could hove been due, in port, to the lorge number of 
vor1obles 1n the onelys1s. 
In feet, 1t hos been suggested to the euthor thet the SPSS)( 
stot1st1col pockoge used to foctor onolyze the doto moy hove been 
·overworked· by the lorge number of vor1obles. Overworked 1n this 
sense meons that the amount of cont1guous memory ovo11oble on the 
D1g1to1 Equ1pment VAX system for the author's 1nd1v1duo1 account may 
hove, ot t1mes, been 1nsuff1c1ent to process the vor1ous types of 
correlot1ono1 metr1ces necessery to perform fector enelys1s. 
Recommendat 1 ons 
An 1mmed1ete end productive next step would eppeer to be o study 
s1m11or to the present one, but with the inclusion of o popluotion of 
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pat1ents whose problems have become severe enough to lead them to 
admission to a mental health fac111ty. Even though th1s study assumed 
that there 1s a wide range of emot1onal problems to be found in th1s 
general college population, one would not e>epect that th1s brief 
sampling would uncover the broad range of problems that the DSM 111 
defines. The present findings seem sufficiently positive to justify the 
greater log1st1cal effort of e>epand1ng the subject populat1on. 
If a factor analys1s of the problem inventory on a broader 
population sample provided results similar to those of the present 
study, then it would seem worthwhile to attempt to beg1n to va11date 
and refine the instument by combining ·conceptually similar- factors 
among the first 23 factors, and adding s1m11ar items to these factors 
from among the last 31 factors. A confirmatory factor analysis using 
subscale scores (as opposed to ratings on each item) would then 
determine 1f any simple structure conta1ning general diagnostic 
categories among subscale scores e>eists. Furthermore, it may be 
helpful to determine if comb1nat1ons of factors (e.g., factors 1, 2, and 4) 
are similar enough to warrant 1nvestigation into the possibility that the 
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combination is actually part of one larger diagnostic factor. On the 
same note, it may be helpful to determine whether or not a number of 
diagnostic categories are represented by a single factor. Both of these 
questions could be addressed by use of factor and cluster. analytic 
techniques. 
The above mentloned problem of ·cooperative factors· also needs to 
be addressed in the context of 1 i mi ting factor extraction in further 
studies. Presumably, an oblique rotation of a principle axis solution 
using subscale scores could ulttmately determtne if the large number of 
factors yielded in the present study are warranted, or if some items 
need to be e11m1nated or revised tn order to ensure greater 
dtscriminatton between dtagnostic categories, especially tn light of the 
poss1b111ty of dtfferenttal categories of a stngle diagnosis as mentioned 
above. 
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APPENDIXES 
Aopendix A: Self-re12m:1 
Problem Inventory 
Sex: M_ F_ 
Age: __ 
Date : ___ _ 
Class: ___ _ 
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1Ms. questions cover ~ prob1-ms which may or may not be r.-M«itative of you. Plt~ 
ans-.-er by degree from never to a'tw'ays (circle 0 to 5), the degree to which that behavior descrt>es 
you or has been a problem for you. 
~ Seldom Ahir!Y~ 
1 . lately, I've been very restless .................. 0 . .... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
2. Lately, I have accomplished a grHt deal. . ..... ... . . 0 . .... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
3. I am more talcative th.an usual .. .......... ....... O ... .. 1 . . . .. 2 . . 3 . . 4 .. ... 5 
4. I have a lot of ideas th.at 
seem to race through my head ................... O .... . t ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 . . ... 5 
5. I've come to realize th.at I'm a very sp.cial person .... 0 . ... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
6 . I am either too busy or restless 
to bke time for sleep ... . .... .. . .. ...... . .. ... 0 .. . . . 1 .. .. . 2 . . 3 .. 4 ..... S 
7. I Cdfl't keep my mm focused on one thi'lg at a tTne ... O .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
B. My life ~ been so good lately 
that nothing CJOeS wrong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 . . . . . t . . . . . 2 .. 3 . . 4 . . . . . 5 
9 . I don't eat as much as I used to . ............... ... 0 ... .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
1 0. I have a very good appetite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 . . . . . 1 . . . . . 2 . . 3 . . 4 . ... . 5 
11. I've ga'i'ied a lot ofwe~t lately ........ . . ... . . .. 0 ..... 1 .. .. . 2 . . 3 . . 4 ..... S 
12. I've lost welcjlt lately even~ I am not dieti'ig ... . 0 . .... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 . . ... 5 
13. I'm harilg troube slHpYig ................... .. 0 ..... 1 .. ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
14. I am tense much of the time ................. .... o ... . . t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .. . . 5 
15. I have a hard time doing things that used to be easy . .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. . .. S 
16. Thlncjs th.at I used to enjoy don't 
SHm as p1eastrab1t now .... .. . . ..... .. ....... 0 ..... t ... . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
17. I have less interest 1n sex than I used to ........... O ... . . 1 . .... 2 . . 3 .. 4 .. .. . 5 
18. I don't have as much energy as I used to ... .. . . ..... 0 ... .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
19. I don't do things that are worthwhile anymore . .... .. o ... .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
20. I thn that I'm to blame for~ thY.gs .... .. ..... o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ... . . s 
21. I Cdfl't make declsions as eastly as I used to ........ 0 . . .. . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
22. I sometmH thn that I would lice to die .. .. . .... .. o . . . .. 1 ... . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
23. I experience quite a btt of insomnia ......... . .. .. . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
24. I sleep or want to sleep a lot more than I used to ..... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 ..... S ~.I'm ttred an the time ...... . . ... .... . .. . ....... o ... . . t . ... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. 5 
26. The things I do aren't as worihwhik> anljmore ... .... 0 .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 .. ... 5 
27. I don't produce as much I used to ................. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... 5 
28. I'm not around J*)ple as much these daijs ........ . .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
29. Lately I have less interested 1n sex ... . ....... . ... 0 . .. .. 1 .. ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
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30. I don't do H rNRJ fun ttmgs ~ I uad to ......... .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
31. I often txptr itoct gullt ibout thi°195 that l'vt done .... 0 ..... 1 ... . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
32. I do things mon slcrw~ than I UAd to ............. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
33. I am ltss tlbtivt than I UHd to be ............... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
34. I am pHSinistic ibout ttw futlr•. . .............. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~- I spend a lot of ttne thinmg ibout pastennts ....... 0 . .... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
36. I cry, or am t.rful a lot ofttw hnt ... ........... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
37. I am tfther too busV or restless 
to tm tTnl for sltep .......... ..... ......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
38. I CIR do just ibout ~th~ I want . ............... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
39. I work long ho&rs at ni;\t, ntn 
whtn tt tsn't ntoesswy ....................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
40. I alwlfijs havt 1.RJSUal\I crtltivt idtas ............ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. S 
41. ltnJov NDg~bfJ 
ptOpltrnostofthttirno . ...................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
42. I just Oin't 91t ~ HX ... ........... ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
43. I tn~ and gtt w-.i ..nth things that mnJ ptaplt 
couldn't, 1lct malm9 drilg bust'ltss wnstmtnts or 
driving at high spHds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
44. I havt so muoh tntr'91J' I just OIR't stt stm .......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
45. Thlrt's no doubt i'I ~ mTid that I havt dont, and will 
oonthlttodo,..tatth •... ....... . ...... ... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
46. I lb to tu;. and job and havt a good tirM mon 
thin most othtr ptaplt arOCRt mt .............. O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
47. I don't lb b.ing i'I placH lb bowls or busts 
whtrt I m~t not bt able to get out if I nttd to ..... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
48. I hat. to hav. othtr i*Plt look at mt ....•....•.•. 0 ..... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
49. I worry about doilg somtth~ to tmbarnss mJstlf. . o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
50.1 think somt of~ ~ars rt wrtasonablt .......... 0 ..... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~1 . I hivt ont or mort ftars thit O«tH mt to ' 
avoid pllon or objlots ntn thot9' 
I know thtrt ts no rtal danger ................... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
For tht ntxt 12 items, s~~ rate tht dtgrtt to which you art bothered bfJ such problems: 
52. HNrt polRling i'I ~ chtst ..................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~. Chtst pain or cttsoornfort ....................... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
~. Choldnt or srnoth1rT!9 stnsations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~. DIZdltiS or INttad\I fttlilg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
56. FMling 11 ~ things rt not rtal. ............. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~. ThJIW'ig il mJ hinds or f..t ..................... O· ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
SS. Hot or oold ~ ........................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
59. Exctssnit swtattng ........................... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
60. FM'tlngs of fai'ltntss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . ... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
61.FwofO,,hJ ................................ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
62. Ftar of 90hJ Ol"IZ\I ••....•..••..••.••..••••••. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
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~e the c1e9'ee to which you hive late)J exper ienctd tension in yow body in the form of one or 
more of the fo11oY'i'lg: 
tttm: klllllm ~ 
63. Shllrinitss .......... ... ...... . .............. a ..... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
64. Jttttrintss ...... . .......................... 0 ..... 1 .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... :I 
65 . ..1wnpw.ss ...................... .... ........ o ..... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... s 
66. Trtrnbltng ................... ... ...•....... . O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :! 
67.1'1usclt ttnsion ...... ... ..................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
68. 1'1usclt ~ .... . . . .. . . .. .................. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :I 
69. C.'t Able . . ..... ... . ... .... . ......... . ... 0 ..... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
70. Eytltd ttntohtng . . . . . .... ....... ... .......... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :! 
71 . Figgtting ........ ....... ..... . . . .......... . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
72. Rtstltssntss ..... ..... ... . ...... ........ .... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :I 
73. EH'I" strtltd ... ..... ...... . ... ... ....... .. a . . . . . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
R1t. h ch9rM to which you hin ~1 fMling:s in VOW' ~ suoh u : 
74. HNrt pomdtng or r1eing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... 5 
7S.Co~ ............ . . . .................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
76. C1lrnrnlil ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
n.L9~ ............ . ................ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
78. Upstt storniCh. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
79. Hot or oold sp.lls ....... . .................... 0 ..... 1 . . . .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
90. Discomfort in tht pit of tht stomidl . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ... . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
91. Lwnp in tht thro.tit ............................ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
82. Flushtd fiCt ..... .. .... .......... ........ ... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
83. Hiving too much tntr'CJJ ....................... 0 . ... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
Answw by incHo.timg tht dtcJr'M to 'W'frioh tht follO'wing 1pp)J to you: 
84. Litt~, I hivt 1 'J"Ht dt11to ~to pt0plt ......... 0 ..... 1 . . ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . . .. . 5 
95. I rNJ)j 'WornJ • lot ~ things thlt m9't Mppen ... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
86. I often hivt ~ts thit I don't 1ict, 
t1f' thlt don't m.kt ~ ...................... 0 ..... 1 ... . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
87. Thtrt wt ont or mort bthiviors which 
I ftt 1 I hlvt to do, but 'W'frioh givt mt no 
plNsw't irid don't rnlkt stnSt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
98. I hlYt to do things just right .......... ... .... ... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. ... 5 
89. I o1ttn rtdo thhJs m-.i tYnts or hivt 1 
hrd timt doing things btoiUSt 1-w.rt to gtt 
thtm IS ptl"ftot IS posst.lt .................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
I hid 1 horrt)lt txpet itoce which I cannot forget irid whd'I contiMs to bothtr me in ont t1f' more of 
tht fotlo'WWJ -ways : 
90. I rtpt1ttcflu rt11~ the ttmQs ibout tht tvtnt .... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
91 . I rtpt1ttdly drMn ~ tht tvtnt. .............. O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. . .. 5 
92. Somttints I hlvt tht strinQt fnlinQ thit tht tvtnt 
is hlpptning 111 Ovtr ........ ........... ... . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
I Md a ttrrl>lt txptrifoce W. mv ltft which ts stm bothtmg mt. Somt ttnt afltr tt happtntct, I 
btgln to: 
93. I.or. irttrnt W. ont or mon IOtMtits that 
I used to tnjoy ............................. 0 .. ... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. :5 
94. a.com. s.panted or dttatched from othtr pt0p1t .... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
"· E'xptrienceo mv fttlWlgs less than I did btfort ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :5 
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Prmously W. '"V ltft I had a very horrl>lt txpfr1ttice thlt st111 bothtrs mt W. thlt me. tt ocetrred I 
tXf* ilia one or mon oftht follo'W'ing: 
96. I am rwrvous or tlSfly stwtltd .................. o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. ... :5 
97. I hlvt troublt slHping . ... ............ .. . ... . . O .. .. . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
98. I havt trQlt wtth the fac1 that I'm altvt and 
oomforUl>1t, whilt others wt not. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . ... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 . .... 5 9'. I havt trOUblt W1th fnV memory 
or mv conctntration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. ~ ..... 5 
100. I find ft e&Jitr to avoid acttvttits that arOUSt 
mtmor its of tMt horri>lt tvtnt ........... . . ... 0 ..... 1 .. . .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
101 . Thert wt certm thi)gs that happen to me now 
which malct mt mart a"Wwt of that horri>'lt tvtnt .. 0 ..... 1 . .... 2 . . 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
Ritt tht dtgrH to which tht follovin9 ~ly to \IOU: 
102. I havt betn sickly for a good part of mv ltft ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :5 
103. Dffficulty S'Willo'W'ing ....... ... . ............. . 0 ... .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . . ... 5 
104. Loss ofvotot ............................... O . . ... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . ... . :5 
105. Ooub'lt vision ... ............................ 0 ..... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
106. B'llrrtd vision .. .. ..... ............ . ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :5 
107. Loss ofnwrnory ............................. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
108. Troublt walc1ng ............................. O .. . .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... 5 
109. Stizl.rts .................................. 0 ..... ·1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
11 o. Abdolnw.a1 pam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . s 
111 . Niusta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 .. ... 5 
112. Yomtttng sptlls .............................. 0 . .... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
113. BloatTig . .. .. . . ...... . ............ .. ....... 0 . .. . . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
114. Diarrhta ......... . . . ...................... O . .... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 . .... 5 
CVomtn only) I hivt had mon troublt than most women I know wtth : 
115. Pmful rntns1ruation ................ . ........ 0 .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . . . . . 5 
116. lrrf9UJw menstruation .... .. .................. 0 . . ... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 ...... . .. 5 
117. Exctssivt bJt.ding . .... ... .................. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. . . . s 
118. Stvtrt vomtttng thrOU9fl prtgMncy .............. o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
119. $Tic. I btcamt availablt for s.xual ~tivitlj I Mvt 
, fOWMt W.ttr~se paW.fUl or not very pleasant ..... O .. ... 1 .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
120. I hlvt tXptr'ittletd a 1ot of pain in mv back I 
joW.ts I and fXtrfmtttts. . , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , 0 , , . , , 1 , , . , . 2 , , 3 , , 4 , , , , , 5 
121 . I hlvt suffwtd from cardio-pulminary symptoms such 
as shortlltSS of brtath, cttzz1ntss, htart-throblmg, ohtst Plfns, 
SB 
etc. for which fhjs1c1ans could find no 
pf1J~1 r•uon .............. . .. ........ .... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
RKpOnd to h foTlo'WTig tMj ~ting tht ct.gr"H to ...-hich h foTlo'WTig app'kj to you: 
122.1 han a ~sic.al ~sfmct1on which hancttcipS me, 
and which doctors CiMOt •xplm ..... . ......... 0 .. ... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
123. A'lthcMql doctors ct1n't expt.m whit's wrong 'W1th me, 
I hlv• a s.rious ctts.u. ............. . . . .... .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
124. l"Yt forgotten some Wnport.rt person11 ttmgs ibout 
lnjU1f ht I should b9 able to r~ .......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
1 ~. I very o1ttn thir* I would bt rooch more comfortable 
and happcJ if I b91ongtd to tht otMr s.x .......... 0 ..... 1 . ... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
126. I btcomt sexual'kj aroused 'With a oertm article, 
such as a pWc» of clothng ........ .... ........ 0 ..... 1 .. ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
127. I frtqUtnt)J crtss up tn opposttt stX's oloth*'9, 
and bfccwnt uxual'kj arous.d ......... ..... .... 0 ... .. 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
128. I ct1n btcomt mort stXUal\j aroused 'W1th animals .... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
129. I often fantKiu about s.xual actMty wtth a child 
or a rooch yomger person .................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
130. I lb to txpou rnJH1f to strangers .............. 0 . . . .. 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. 5 
13 t . I gtt txofttd It w atotmg pt0p le 
who don't kno'W I'm tMrt .. .. ....... ........... 0 ..... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
132. I haYt bttn sexual'kj excited whflt I was 
~or btng l'Ndt to sufftr in somt w~ ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
133. I haw bttn stXUally txCtt.d wh11t tunmatng 
or hlrting sorntont .. ............. .... ...... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
134. Sfnot btcomb) anflablt for sexual acttvttv, I have 
·~ considlr ablt dffflculty in Mng ablt 
to tn.Jov StXUal tnterOCMrse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O . . . . . 1 . . . . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
135. On mort than on. occmon I hav. hid probltms that 
rtSUlttd from M\I pnbltng, such as not bftl9 ablt to 
pay lnj bills, probltms with lnj spouA I .tc .. , , , . , .0 , , . , . 1 • , , . . 2 , . 3 .. 4 , .... s 
136. I haYt frequtnt)J hid tht ~1St to stt1l somttfnn9, 
tvtn ~ I didn't rtal'kj nHd to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ... . . 2 . . 3 .. 4 .. ... S 
1 !7. I havt tntentionally stt dtstruot1n 11rts .......... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ... . . 5 
138. lloMM\I ttmptr .... . ... ....... ...... . . ... . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
139. Ooo111onllJv""" ttmptr gtts oomplttt)J out of hand, 
nl I brtllc things or h&rt SOl'MOM ••••••••• .••.• 0 .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
140. Thtrt is a situation tn 1nJ lift that is so strtsSfUl that 
I c.vi't ftr.ction as wll as I should . ....... ...... 0 ..... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
141 . I n susp1o1ous or afratd thlt someont ~ haYt tt tn for mt, 
or might Yant to do mt hlrm . ....... ..... . .. .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
142. I nHd to guwd lnJStlf against bt'1g blamtd, or tn SOmt 
w-. sufftrt1'19 from h dil~a~ of""-! f'rilnds .... . O ..... t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
14!. I'm Yfl"V jtalous lltt)J ........................ 0 ..... 1 .. .. . 2 .. ! .. 4 . .... 5 
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144. other people ttmk tMt I .n too quick to bb offtnM, 
orthlt lntoostnStttve . ....... . ...... ...... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
145. I tlrink it's Wnporbnt to b.,·.rtioNhnd objtctin .... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... 5 
146. Peoplt ofltn don't knoY that I hivt ttndtr 
f'MlW9..,insidt ....................... . . 0 . .... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
147. I ttnd to rtm1i'l aloof from most people ........... O ..... 1 . . . .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
148. I t.nd to bt indtfftrtnt to tht praiA cr 
ortttotsrn of others ........................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
149.1 n not rullj cloa to mort tMn on. cr two ptO~ . 0 . . . .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
1:50. 1 hive some rather r~lt ibtlttits such as 
cla~ll*, tht abilitlj to and lnJ ~ without 
spt*i'lg, lcttn IWrtntSS of things 
that ... about to pus, ttc ..................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
1 St . For a long tYnt I have avoided getting close to 
othtr ptaplt and havt sft'IAd tNit pt0plt de such ttmgs 
IS talci'lg behi'ld "'lfil Nck tvtn ~ 
""' don't~ so ........................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
1S2. I hive bttfl iblt to SfflSf the presenc. of a force or person 
who WIS nohotulllj prts:tnt with mt i'ltht room ... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
t S3. I hive felt that I oou'ld fadt i'lto nothi'19r'itss, 
cr 1oa 1nJ idlntity IS a person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
1 ~. Ptoplt SMn to hive dtffloulty INtrstanding me ..... 0 ... . . t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
155. I t.nd to havt vtry strong fHmgs ............... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
t :56. I fttl the nttd to hlvt peoplt nottot mt and pav 
atttntion to mt, and I~ to 91tthtrn to do so ..... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
t S7. I hive a s1ron9 craving for actMty and excfttmtnt. . O ..... t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
158. I t.nd to hlvt strong rtaotions to tvtnts th.It othtr 
people somttTnts oonsidtr mi'lor ............... o ..... t .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
159. Somtttnn I btcomt tXCHSivt'J angry or hlvt ttrnptr 
tantnms when I probab'J shouldn't .............. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
160. Somt ptaplt perctivt mt IS shallow cr Uidmg i\ 
9fnUi'ltss, although I trv to bt wrm and channing .. O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
161 . I t.nd to bt conc.mtd about lnjAlf and somittmH 
stlf-i'!Wlgtnt and i'loons1dtratt of o1htrs ......... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . S 
162. Somt pt0plt tlrink tMt I t.nd to bt 
Yli'I and cllfnandtng .......................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 , .... S 
163. I t.nd to fMl ht~ltss, and constant'J 
nttod rtlSSW"anc. ••....................•.•••• 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
164. I havt ~ a runbtr of suicidal thnats cr 
9fSVtsi'lmti11tft .......................... o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
165. I considtr lnJAlf to bt a wriqut and ~1 person, 
with wmual aohttvemtnts or talents ............ O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
166. I bt lttvt tMt grtat things rt i\ stort fcr mt, 
ttthtr i't ttrms of "'ltmtttd SUOOHS, aoh1tvtmtnt 
of 9"11t poWtr, or M'I idtal lovt ................ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
16 7. I llct n1 destrvt to havt peop 'It 
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notice ifld ~·mt ......................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. ... ~ 
t 68. I cannot sUnd criticism from others ifld t.nd to 
become~ or asNmed when I get ft ... ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 ... . . ~ 
169. I l»litv• I am Mtilhd to~ thft)s ~t plHa in. 
nl to hn't peoplt 'Work to mttt mv nttds. 
In ordtr to do this, I ~ do some thft)s such • 
Uke advat19t of others, put my ricl\ts above thttrs, 
or not 'WOl'TIJ abolrt ho'W other ~le fHl, •long• 
I IChttvt my objfctivts ...................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... ~ 
170. larn-.v ................................. 0 ..... 1 .. ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
171 . Befort the i9f of 1 ~, l\ad beer\ 1n trcdlle for such 
things U truancg I cM~ I 'kjing, dnslbdnKS I 
vandaltsrn, stealing, etc . ....... .............. 0 ..... t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
112. s:nc. ttw • of 1 e, 1 hav• ~ trom-i. kHping 1 job, 
or have changed jobs frequent'kj , or han 1efl jobs 
ta.caua I 'Wasn't bmg tr•at.d rlclrl ............. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
173. I have bttn ICCURd of not taking adequate can of mv 
ctnld (or ctnldnn), ifld not providing such things • 
adequate ootrtt1on, ~gitnt or mtdtcal cart ....... 0 ..... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
174. On most OCCHioM 1 wr-. for i»9'bor's or frVnds to 
Ukt can of of my child (or children), nl when that's 
not posst.lt, I tlmlc it's Alright to ltnt 
thlm on thttr own for fthtlt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O . . ... 1 . . . . . 2 . . ! .. 4 . . . .. ~ 
175. STtct tht • of 18 I havt angqd in thtfts on npHttd 
OOOIS1ons 1 hfvt bftn rrtltfd SfYfl" 11 ttmfs 1 
ind haw~ in illligil occupmons ........... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
176. I have bttn dtvorctd It ltut once, 
or have dKert.d rnv f~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
177. I have had ttn or more St>CU1l partners 1n one year ... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... ~ 
t 78. On mor• than 3 ~ sira my 18th birlhdalj, 
I have had str1oUs phvs1oi1 f'l9rtS 'W1th others, 
including ""' spclla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
179. I havt bttn IOCUStd of dtf1t11t"9 on debts or faflilg to 
provic» support for mv ctnlc(rtn) 
or othlr dependents ............ ............ . O ..... t ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... ~ 
180. I ttnd to let IOl'nt'Whlt impulsivt .. , 
Ind ttnd not to pl.vi lhtld .................... 0 ..... 1 .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :5 
181 . 1 l'Nkt promisn I CIR't lcttp .................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. 5 
182. I thtlk It's C.C for mt to Ht or con others, 
if it will 91t mt somtth"9 I rH~ w.-.t .......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
18!. I ttnd to bt tmd of rtokltss doY19 such th"91 M 
driving 'Whilt intoxio.littd, or s:pHding ~lot ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
184. I ttnd to do tnpulstvt ttm9s such u overspeod1ng, 
shl>pltfting, ovtrNting, sWIUncl ._, .to., 
thlt 0.- mt difncult1ts ..................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
185. I ~. had a runbtr of inttnst r1btioush~ 
that~· not worktd out ..... .... ...... .. .... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
186.1 ttnd to~. a strong t.mper and git txtrtmt)J ~ 
or 1oA control, somttwnts mort thin I should ..... O . ... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... ~ 
187. I~• ctifficulty mmuwnng long ttrm fritudsh~ ... 0 ..... 1 .. . .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. ... 5 
188. I tend to ~t rithtr s1rong sri)gs Ti IYMJ mood 
that last I short mw; for IXlmplt, 
from c11prts11on to 11\Xtttv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . . .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :s 
189. I 91t fnntic whtn I'm alont .................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. 5 
190. I frtqutnt)J m1kt sutcidll gtSttrts, 
or trv to tvt IYMJalf, or 91t Ti fi;rts ........... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
191. I Vtf"\I ofttn bortd .......... ................. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
t 92. I ttnd to M v...-y unsitiv• to posri>lt rtjtction, 
r1dtcult, or othtr putdowns from othtr pt0plt ..... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
193. I hn°• bttf\ tvt ~ so tMt I am ll'lvtllincJ to tntlt' 
Tito I olost rtllt~ W'lltss I knoY tht othtr 
ptrson 1s rul)J going to cart about mt .......... 0 .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
194. I tend to wo1d olost personal attatohmtnts, and would 
r1thtr lcMp IYMJ socill oont~ts cool, 
Ind oonoentntt on mv job or othtr act1v1tV ....... O . . . . . 1 . . . .. 2 . . 3 .. 4 , . . . . 5 
195. I havt a strong dtsirt for afftction and ~tanc. ... 0 ..... t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
196. I suff.,- from low stlf-estHm 
Ind t.nd to put IYMJAlf do'Wn alot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
197. I ttnd to ltt othtrs makt dtc1s1ons for mt or asswnt 
rnponri>fltt\I for thftJs I do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
198. I ttnd to put othtr pt0plt's nttds ahead of rnv o..-n rather 
it.an hlw 1 fuss or t• 1 ohlnct on Ming rtjtcttd .. 0 .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
199. I lack stlf=oonfldtnot and ttnd to stt mv self as 
stupid, ht_,1Hs, inldtqult•, Ito ................ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
200. I would dtscrh mv:s.lf as a oonnntional, 
.nous' Ind somt'Whlt formll ptl"SOl'I •.•••.•••••. 0 ..... t ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
201. I btlttvt ft 1s Ylf'"\I important to tlkt cart of tht dttafls 
and follo'W tht rults Ind do thftJs tht w-.i ~ wt 
suppostd to bt dont ......................... o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
202. I ttnd to dtmlnd thlt thi'wJs M dent 1YMJ w ~ , 
Ind thlt ""' flmi)J mtt1 ""' txptet1t1ons ........ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
203. ~ prinwv m.rtst 1s W\ mv work and 
""' produotivttlJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . 1 . . . . . 2 .. 3 . . 4 . . . . . 5 
204. I trv too hlrd to M ptrltct .................... . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 . . 3 .. 4 .... . 5 
205. I hlvt I dtMcult ttmt making dto1s1ons or gttttng thW9 
dent on timt btclUSt I'm not sw-1 about 'Which 
tmgs 1rt most important ................ .... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
206. I gossip qutt. ofttn ........................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
207. Somtttmts I flnd "'Vst 1f procr utmttng, 
Ming stl.Morn or forgttful. · .... .. ....... ..... 0 . ... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
208. I rtsent Hvtng 141 to othtr pt0plt's exptetat1ons ..... O ..... 1 .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
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209. I hivt betn accustd of bmg inefficitnt, and havt not 
movtd ahead as wen ~ I would have llced ......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . :5 
210. I havt had one or more uizlres or bbdcouts ... .. .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
211 . I hive had a ra1her ~ change 1n 1WJ thitilg or 
1nn.jrnood .... . ......... .. ............... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
212. I have recent" btglll to have hNdachts, tromlt wtth 
n.J vis;or\, or runbnKs or other strn)t fH'Hng i'\ 
somepartof!WJ bodlJ ........................ 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . . ... :5 
213. It 1etm1 u ~ n.J mind btconws cloudtd ovtr 
and I have tromle focumg IWJ attention . . . . . . . . . O .. . .. 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
214. I have Im" Undid to misinterpret things or at 
things that are not there . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O . . . . . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... :5 
215. Somttimts I C¥l't blc clt.-" ................. . 0 . . . . . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... 5 
216. Late" I have had e1thtr 1ns«M1a or 
dlliltint drovsintss . ........ .. . . .......... ' .. 0 .... . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
217. Lat.)J I just don't Sttm to w.,t to do roooh .. .... .. O . .... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . :5 
218. ut." I have just Md to btp moving ....... .. . . .. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
21,. Lltt)J I havt hid ptr1ods whtn I wnn't strt 
whtr9 I 'WIS, or whtn I Md difficulty rtrntmbtri'ig ... 0 . . . . . 1 . . ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
220. Rtctnt)J l'vt hid so roooh tromlt th~ 
that it has o¥lad ml diffioulty Yith my job 
or wtth othtr pt0plt ................... .. ... .. o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .... . :5 
221 . I '""' to bt losing my l'l'llll'IOl'l · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 . .... 1 .. ... 2 .. 3 .. 4 . .... 5 
222. 11m hl"tTlg tromlt JIU" w1th suoh th*9 H thWllmg 
oltw)J, ~ Jud9tmtrit, dtfflou1ty rNilcTig my nwsclts 
work, MCI othtr th*9 that I UStd to dot~ .. ... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :5 
223. Litt\! it SM1nS that n.J ptrSCN'lity is Wng;ng. . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. . . . 5 
224. My th~ ts very cltr .................. . ... o .. .. . 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... :5 
~. Litt\! it SMl'nS 1lct I just e1n't r1m11obtr things. . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
226.1 havt, on mort than ont ~ton, hid probltms °" 
dtfftou1tits clring tht tN whtn I Md bttn 
~ alcohol °" c1ru9S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... !5 
227. I havt, on mort than ont OOCHion, Md difflcultits or ~sal 
symptoms whtn I stopptd talMg aloohol Of' ~ •.• O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... !5 
228. On more than ont OCCISion, I havt uad alcohol 
Of' dru9S to t>COtSS ••••••••••• •••••••• . ••• .•• 0 ..... 1 .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... !5 
229. 1 drr.k Of' ust crugs whtn I am alont .... .. ........ O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
230. I'm swt that somtone is out to 9ft me, 
Of' is tnJhJ to tvt mt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 . .... 2 .. 3 . . 4 ..... 5 
231 . When I drWc °" use crugs too rooch I tend to 
hNr things thahn not thin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~. 'l'htn I M¥t bttn crfnlcing °" using crugs I am somtthts 
abJ. to at Of' hNr things that othtr pt0p1- do not .. . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... !5 
m. I havt ftlt ctrta1n that somtont t'IH is controllfn9 
my thoul#s' putting thoul#s 1nto my htad, 
Of' taking thoughts out of IW,I htad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . 1 . . . . . 2 . . 3 . . 4 . . . . . !5 
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234. I am certm thlt somtont is tryr.g to h..-t nw ...... o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
~. I htit" vobs when thtrt is no ont thtrt ........... O ..... 1 .... . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
236. I htit" Yoiots in n'W:I htld ....................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
237.1 am not~ ntw)J IS Cltif")J, do*'9 IS 90od, job, 
or Ulring CW• of n'W:I fannlj u w•TI as I uad to. . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
238. In C«lt'b>ed thft somt otlwr pwson 
or forct is controlling m.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 •. 4 ..... 5 
239. Somtttnts I n SW't tMt ll'lpltiS«rt ~ts Or tdtas 
... l»hJ inart.cl into n'W:I htld. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
240. Somtttnts I btl1tvt thft othtr pt0plt Cin htw 
what I n thinking ... ....................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... S 
241. Ood hlS Stnt spte1'1, ptrSOMl ~ to mt. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
242. A pwt of~~ is rotting or bting tlttn Wl'iJ 
blJ , ~· dtstut ........ ............... . 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 . . ... 5 
243. Tht timt nwsi soon oomt 'a'htn tht world W'l'TI rt009lizt 
whit I rtmwkablt, spte1'1 bttng In ....... . .... 0 . .... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
244. I am ~in tMt somt othtr bting or forot ii 
Yittrltrtng wtth n'W:I Hft Ind °"'"'9 mt dtfncult\j . . 0 . .. . . 1 ..... 2 .. ! . . 4 ..... 5 
245. I hn't fnqutnt)J bttn Wif"t of ptaplt 
t1~ m.it mt ................. . .......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 . .... 5 
246. I ofttn htw voicH tMt othtr ptaplt don't ht.-...... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
247. I ofttn SH things thft other people don't SH ....... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
248. I don't lb bting in p'llcK lb b.mtls or buas 
Whtrt I might not bt lblt to 9ft out ff I l'lttd to ..... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
249. I hn't 1 ~~l ~mnmon which~ mt, 
ind which doctors cannot txp~r. ............... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
250. Althujl doctors c.'t txp~in ~·s wrong wtth mt, 
I hfvt 1 str1ous dtst11t ...................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
251. l'vt forgotttn somt imporUnt ptrSONil thT.gs .tlout 
~self thft I should bt lblt to rtmff'IW .......... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
252. I vwy ofltn think I would b9 much mort comforbblt 
ind hippV ff I btlongtd to tht othtr s.x .......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
253. I btoGrnt AXUA11y wOUAd wtth a ~ wticlt, 
such IS I pttc. of clothing .................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
254. I frtqUtntlJ drtss ~ in oppostt. ax's clothing, 
ind btoornt st>CUflly WOUSfd .................. 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
255. I c. btoGrnt mort s.xua11y wous.cl wtth •imils .... O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
256. I ofttn f~tzt m.it st>CU.tl activity with 1 chf1d 
or a rnuoh "oungtr ptrson ....... ... .......... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... S 
257.1 lb to tXJ>OM ~stlfto str..,-s .............. O ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
258. I 9ft tXctt.d It w ltcMn9 ptOp 1t who 
don't know I'm thtrt ........ .. ............... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
259. I hn't bttn stxwi11y txcit.cl whilt I wu bcKrid or btbJ 
mldt to sufftr YI SOfnt WllJ ................... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
260. I hn't bttn stxual)J tXctt.d whilt tumlilting 
or tKrttng S011lt0flf ••••••...••••.••...••...•• 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. ! .. 4 ..... 5 
261 . sn:. ~bj ava'!lablt for ~1.ictivibj I I hivt 
exper ieocecl couswnbte difflCUlty W1 bmg able 
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to enjocj HXUat mereotrse ... . ............... o ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... s 
262. ())more thin Ont ~ton I hlvt hid probltms thlt 
rKUltH from IT1J C)Mlbling, such u not !Mtng ablt to 
pilj IT1j bills I problems 'Wflh IT1j spouse I etc ... • • • • .0 • ... • 1 ..... 2 • . 3 . • 4 • .... 5 
263. I havt frequtntllj ~ tht Ynpllls. to st.al somtthng, 
ntn ~ I didn't rea111j 1'1Hd to ............... 0 ..... 1 ... .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ... .. 5 
264. I hAvt inttntionllll.I ut dtstructivt trts .......... o ..... 1 ... . . 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
~- There ts a sttuat1on YI ~ Hft that ts so s1ressfU1 that 
lcan't~aswtTias I should ............... 0 ..... 1 ..... 2 .. 3 .. 4 ..... 5 
Aooendix B: Results of tne 
F8ctor Analysis 
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Factor numbers followed by label (in parentheses), position on Eysenck's 
( 1976) tr1ad (1n 1ta11cs-where app11c8ble), e1gen value, percentage and 
cumulat1ve percentage of var1ance exp1a1ned, and 1nd1v1dual 1tems 
followed by respective pattern matr1x factor load1ngs. 
Eig9n nl» ~ ofvw Dm~ ofvw 
Factor 1 (Confusion) Psychoticism 44.46 18.5 18.5 
213. It seems as ttM>Uljl my m1nd becomes clouded over 
and I have troob1e focusing my attention . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43 
214. I have lately tended to misinterpret thilgs or see 
things that are not there .. .... . ...... . . .. . . ........ .. . . ..... . ...... .. .... 40 
215. Sometimes I can't talc clearly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32 
220. Recently I've had so rooch trouble thinlcing that it~ 
caused me difficulty with my job or with other people ...... ..... ... ..... .. ... . .. 31 
222. I am twmg trouble lately with such things as thinmg 
cle<rly, impared judgefnel1t, difficulty milmg my muscles 
-work, and other things that I used to do easl"ly .......... . ...... ............... .29 
223. lately it seems that my perSOMltty is changWJ. ..................... .. . ...... .26 
2 t t . I have had a rather abrupt change in my thinking or 
in my mood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
221 . I ~ to be losing my n-..rnortJ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
216. Lately I have had either momnia or dayttne drowmess ..... . . ...... .. ... . ... . . . .26 
99. I have trouble with my n-..rnortJ or my concentration ......... ...... .. .. .... .. ... .25 
212. I have recently becJi' to have headaches, trouble with 
my vision, or runbnes:s or other stranc)e feemg in 
SOf'lle part of my body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23 
197. I tend to let others make decmons for mt or asswne 
respoinilmj for thhJs I do ................. .. ......... . ............ .. . 22 
225. lately it seems lice I just can't remember things. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21 
237. I am not thftmJ ne;rll,j as cle;rll,i, doft) as good a job, 
or taking care of my fam;ly as 'WeTI as I used to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21 
199. I lack self-coufideuce and tend to see m,iself as 
stupid, helpless, inadequate, etc .. .... ........ . ...... ... . . .......... . ..... .21 
153. I have felt that I could fade Tito noth~s. 
or m. my identity as a person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19 
Factor 2 (Paraphilia) E;dra11ersion 
127. I frequentll,j dress up Ti opposite sex's clothft), 
Eigen value ~ of var Ctm~ of var 
11.21 4.7 23.2 
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and become sexually aroused. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .70 
128. I ein become more sexually aroused with animals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .68 
132. I have been sexually exctted 'ftlfle I was bomd or being 
made to suffer Wl some w alJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .66 
133. I have been sexually excited 'ftlile htmiliating 
ar tMrting SOf"l'leOfW . • • • • • . . • . . . • . . • . . • • • . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . • .56 
130. I lice to expose myself to strangers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53 
129. I otwn fantasize about sexual activibj with a chlld 
or a much y CMllgfr person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
131 . I get excited .it watching people who don't know I'm there . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .41 
1~. I often thWlk I would be much more comfortable 
and happlJ if I belonged to the other sex ...................................... 30 
173. I have been accused of not taking adequate care of rrMJ 
chlld (or children), and not provicmg such thW)s as 
adequite nutrition, tMjgiene or medical care.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
126. I ta.cunt s.~lly arous.d with a cwUWl artielt, 
such as a piece of clothing .. .... ......... . . ..... . ............. .... . . . ... 24 
Eigen va\te c_g of var ewnc_g of var 
F8ctor 3 (Dependency) Neuroticism 7.68 3.2 26.4 
195. I have a strong desTe for .iffection and acceptance ... ............. . . ........... .52 
1 ~. I need to have people notice me and PalJ 
attention to me, and I try to get thHn to do so. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SO 
167. I lice and deserve to have people notice and admre me ........................... 48 
155. I ttnd to h.ive VH1J strong fMlings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :n 
192. I tend to be very sensitive to possl>le rejection, 
ridicule, or other putdowns from people .. . . ....... . ............ . ... .. .. ... .. 35 
1 :57. I have a strong er aving for activity and excitement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 
158. I ttnd to h.in strong reactions to events that otlwr 
people sometimes consider minor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ 
163. I ttnd to feel he._,1ess, and const.intl:I need re.isStranc. . .. .............. ... ...... .25 
180. I tend to act somewhat ~lsivel:I, 
and ttnd not to pl.in~ . ... . .............. . .... . ............... ....... .24 
168. I camot stand cntictsm from others and tend to 
become angnJ or Hhimld when I get it ...... .. . . .. . .... .. ........... , . . . . . . 21 
E;gen va'klt c_g of v.ir ewnc_g of nr 
F8ctor 4 (M8ntc-Gnmdtoc1ty) Psychoticism 6.43 2.7 29.1 
16:5. I consider myself to be a tmique and special person, 
with lftJSU.11 achievements or talents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .74 
166. I believe that 4J'"eat thh)s are tl store for me, 
mt.er Wl terms of mlimited SUCCHS, achwnment 
of _,-eat po'Wer, or an ideal love. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... 72 
45. Then's no doubt Wl my mnt that I han done / and Wlll 
contme to do _,-eat things. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .64 
5. l'n ~to ~aliu that I'm a 'ffrY ~1 pl'l'"SOO •.• • •• ••••.••. •. ....•...•...•.. 61 
67 
24!. The ttne must soon come when the world 'Will rfC09'1ze 
~ta rMnarlcable, special being I am ...................................... 21 
38. I can do just about any thing I want. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
224. My thinking is Venj clear .... ....... .......... .. ... ..... .... ... .......... 21 
Factor 5 (Substance abuse) £Jdrt1¥ersion 
226. I have, on more than one occas1on, had problems or 
difficulties dlring the time 'When I had been 
Elgen va\Je c;g of var (Amc;g of var 
4.83 2.0 31. 1 
us1ng alcohol or drugs . . ......... .. ..... .. ............ .. ... . ............. 84 
228. On mor• than one occasion, I have used alcohol 
or drugs to excess . . ..... . . .. ... . .... ... ............ . .. . .... .. ...... .. . 80 
227. I ~ve, on more than one occasion, had difficulties or phj~l 
symptoms when I stopped talOOg alcohol or drugs... . .... .58 
231 . 'w'hen I drnc or use drugs too rN.ICh I tend to 
hear things that are not there. . . .. . . _ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .57 
229. I drTic or use drugs 'When I am a lone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .56 
232. 'w'hen I have been drTic1ng or us1ng drugs I am sometTnes 
able to see or hear things that other people do not . .... ... . .. ... . . . .. ......... . .53 
171. Before the age of 15, I had been in trouble for such 
things as truanc.,,, de1inquenclj, \Jing, drmlcedness, 
vandalisin, stealing, etc ...................................... ... ........ 30 
183. I tend to be kind ofreclcless doing such things as 
<riving while intoxicated, or speeding alot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 
184. I tend to do impulsive things such as overspending, 
shopliftbj, overeating, ~ance abuse, etc., 
that cause me difficulties .............................................. . .22 
Elgen va\Je c;g of var (Amc;g of var 
Factor 6 (Depression) Neuroticism 4.56 1.9 33.0 
26. The things I do aren't as worthwhile anymore................................. .61 
19. I don't do things that are worthwhile anymore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S7 
27. I don't produce as much as I used to ............... . ...... . .. ................. 48 
20. I think that I'm to blame for manlJ things ............. . . ...... .... ....... .. .... 31 
2 . Late~, I have accomplished a ~eat deal. ..................... ... ........... .. . 30 
15. I ~e a hard time doing things that used to be e~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
32. I do things more slow~ nov than I used to ......... ... ... . ........ . .. .... . . . . . 25 
16. Things that I used to enjoy aren't as pleastrable now . . ... .... . ....... .. ..... ... . 25 
18. I don't have as much energy as I used to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 
217. Late~ I just don't seem to want to do much .... ....................... . . . .... .. 19 
35. I spend a lot of time thinking about past events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17 
34. I am pessimistic about the future. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
Elgen va\Je c;g of var (Amc;g of var 
Factor7 (Post Traumat1c Stress D1sorder) 3.69 1.5 34.5 
93. Lose interest in one or more activities that 
66 
I used to enjoy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 
94. Become separated or detafohed from other people.... .......... . . ...... ........ .82 
95. Exper ieuce ITMJ feelings less than I did before. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .74 
100. I find it easier to avold activities that arouse 
mernor ies of that horriile event. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .59 
1 01 . There are certaTi things that happen to me no'W 
'Which make me more a'Ware of that horrf)le event. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:56 
90. I repeatedlj remember the things about the event. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39 
96. I am nervous or eas111j startled. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39 
92. Sometwnes I have the strange fee ling that the event 
is happening an over again . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -~ 
97. I have trouble sleeping ..... . ....... . ............. . ...... . .. . ... . .... . ..... 32 
98. I have trouble with the fact that I'm alive and 
comfortable, 'While others are not ................................. .. ..... . .22 
Factor 8 (Paranoid Schizophrenia) 
Psychot ic1sm 
239. Somettnes I am sw-e that lllpleasant thoughts or ideas 
Eigenvalue ._of var DnCE cf var 
3.56 1.5 36.0 
are being inserted Tito ITMJ head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38 
240. Somefines I believe that other people can hear 
'What I ..n thinking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 
139. Occasionally ITMJ temper gets complete'J out of hand, 
and I break things or hurt someone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
170. I am ancJ"Y .•......................................................... 
233. I have felt certaTi that someone else is controlmg 
ITMJ thoughts, putth} thoughts 'into ITMJ head, 
.28 
27 
or taking thcujlts out of ITMJ head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Eigen value CE of var Ctm(_g of var 
Factor 9 (Anxiety, Hysteria) Neuroticism 3.42 1.4 37.4 
61. Fear of dying ........ ........ ....... ........... .... ... ..... ............. 59 
54. Chokilg or smothering sensations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53 
56. Feeling as though things are not real. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43 
62. Fear of going crazy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .42 
55. ~s or w.steady feeling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38 
60. Feelings offaTitness ...................................... . .... .... ...... 38 
53. Chest paTi or discomfort. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 
85. I really 'WornJ a lot about things that m•t happen ............................. 27 
Eigen value (_g of var Ctm(_g of var 
Factor 1 o (Paranoid, Manic) Psychoticism 3.17 1.3 38.8 
230. I'm sw-e that someone is out to get me, 
or is trying to hurt me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48 
234. I am certaTi that someone is trying to hurt me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .41 
69 
6. I am either too ~ or restless to take tTne for sleep . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32 
"!>7 . I am either too busy or restless to Uke time for sleep . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
238. I am conV'i)ced that some other person 
or force is controlling me ................. .... .... ................. . .... 24 
189. I get frantic when I'm alone .................. .... ................ . ........ 23 
Eigen valle ~of nr Ctm~ of var 
Factor 11 (Avoidence) Neuroticism 2.90 1.2 40.0 
194. I tend to avoid close personal attatchments, and would 
rather keep ffiCJ social contacts cool, 
· and conc@l\trate on ffiCJ job or other activibj. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .54 
193. I have been hcrt enrujl so that I am "''Wllmg to enter 
¥\to a clos@ relationsh~ ooless I lcnov the other 
person is realllj qoD} to care abou1 me ................... ...... ...... .. .. . .. 45 
196. I suff.r from lov self-esteem 
and tend to put myself down alot . ... ........ .. ... ....... . .. ...... .... . ... 24 
198. I tend to put other people's needs ahead of ffiCJ own r attw 
than have a fuss or take a chance on bebj rejected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Factor 1 2 (Ant 1-soc1a1 persona 11 ty) 
EA·trt1version 
1 ~. I have been accused of defaulttlg on debts or faimg to 
Eigen valle c_g of var ewnc_g of var 
2. 70 1. 1 42.2 
provide support for ffiCJ chM:ren) or other dependents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .68 
176. I have been divorced at least once, 
or have deserted ffiCJ fami\j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .66 
178. On more than 3 occasions rnce my 18th b~, 
I have had serious pNjsical fil;\ts -with others, 
includ1ng my spouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
177. I have had ten or more se:xwil ~s ¥l one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 
175. Since the age of 18 I have engaged ¥l thefts on repeated 
occasions, have hHf"I arrested several times, 
and have engaged ¥l illecjal occupations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Factor 13 (Ha11uc1nat1ons, Mante) Eigen valle c_g of var ewnc_g of var 
Psychot icism 2.56 1. 1 42.2 
246. I often hear' voices that other people don't hear .. . .................. .. . .. ....... 35 
24 . I sleep or vantto sleep a lot more than I used to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 
235. I hear voices when there is no one there ... . . . .................... . .......... . 33 
247. I often SH things that other people don't SH ............... .. .... . ....... ...... 31 
236. I hear voices ¥l my head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 
44. I have so much energy, I just can't sit stm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
241. God has sent special, personal commmicat1ons to me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
Eigen valle ~ of var Ctm4,g of var 
Factor 14 (Anger, Axiety) E~·trt1version 2.52 1.0 43.2 
70 
186. I tend to have a strong temper and get extremelg af9"Y 
or lose control, sometimes more than I should . ...... ... .... .... ............... 41 
138. I lose my temper quite often. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38 
159. Sometimes I become excessivellj ancJ'"1J or have temper 
tantnms -when I probablg shouldn't ........................................ .28 
72. Restlessness ........................... . .... . ... .................. .. .. 27 
71 ."Figgiting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
69. Can't relax ..... .. ......... .. ......................................... 26 
1 07. Loss of rnernory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19 
Factor 15 (Anxtety, lmpulstYety) 
£A·tn1version 
Eigen value ~ of var Qin~ of var 
2.30 1.0 44.2 
6:5. Jumpiness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
202. I bind to demand ~t thW'igs be done mlJ "~I 
and that my familj meet my expectations.. ...... .. ..... ... . ...... . ........ .28 
64. Jitt8riNtss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24 
43. I enjoy and get away with thTijs that maBJ people 
coulcil't, lib miking dring business investments or 
drfving at high speeds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..20 
Eigenvalue ~of var ewnc.g of var 
Factor 16 (CompulsiYe) Neuroticism 2.21 0.9 45.1 
89. I oft«I redo things manlJ times or have a hard tTne doDj 
thTijs because I want to get them as perfect as possi>le. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .86 
88. I have to do things just right. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .84 
204. I try too hard to be perfect. ............................................. .72 
203. ""J prinanJ interest is in mlJ '&'orlc and mlJ productivity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
201 . I belit>ve it is very ~ant to take c.re of the details 
and follo'W the rules and do things the "'alJ thetj ;we 
supposed to be done. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
39. I work long hotrs at night, even -when it isn't necessanJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19 
Eigenvalue ~ ofv;w Ctm~ ofv;w 
Factor 17 (Eat1ng Disorder) £A·trt1version 2.17 0.9 46.0 
9. I don't eat as much as I used to .................................. . ........... 65 
12. l'v. lost ., .. t bu'kj even though I Mn not dieting ........................ .... ... 64 
10. I have a very good appetite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .58 
11. I've gained a lot of '&'eight bte'kj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 
Eigen va\Je ~ ofv;w Ctm~ ofv;w 
Factorl 8 (Sexual appetite) Neuorticism 2.13 0.9 46.9 
17. I have less interest in sex than I used to... . . . ... ............................ .88 
29. Late'kj I have less interest in sex ...... . .. .... . .............................. 83 
134. Since becoming available for sexual activity, I have 
experienced considerable chfficulty in being able 
71 
to enjocj sexual intere<Mrse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 
42. I just can't get enou<jl sex ............................... . .............. . .. 30 
Eigen valle ~ ofv;r Clm~ ofv;r 
Factor 19 (lntellectualization) 2.04 0.8 48.6 
Neurot icism 
145. I think it's importantto be rational and objective .............................. 26 
Elgin va\ae ~of Vil" Clm~ of vii" 
Factor 20 (Somatic concerns) 1.98 0.8 48.6 
80. Dlscomfort in the ptt of the stomach . . .... . ............. . .................... .20 
Eigen valle ~of Val' Clm~ of Val' 
Factor 21 (Borderline personality disorder) 1.93 0.8 49.4 
190. I frequentlj make suicidal gesbres, 
or try to tMrt myself, or get in fights ...................... , ...... . ...... . .. ~1 
1 64. I have made a runber of suicidal threats OI' 
gesbres in my life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
210.1 have had one OI' more seizures or blackouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29 
219. Latelj I have had periods when I wasn't stre where I was, 
or whtn I had difficulty rernernbering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
185. I have had a runber of intense relationsh~ 
that have not vorlc.d out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
208. I resent living up to other people's expectations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Eigen value ~ of v;r Clm~ of v;r 
Factor 22 (Somatiform disorder) Neuroticism 1.87 0.8 50.1 
122. I have a phjs'icat ~sfunction whlch h.anctic~ me, 
and which doctors cannot explain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .84 
123 . .+.tthoucj\ doctOl's can't explain 'What's 'Wrong ..;th me, 
I have a serious disease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81 
1 02. I have been side lj fOI' a good part of rn1J life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28 
Eigen value ~ of v;r Clm~ of Viii" 
Factor 23 (Phobtc, Anxtety) Neuroticism 1.86 0.8 50.9 
49. I worry about don.J somethn.J to enmrrass myself .............................. 36 
51 . I have one OI' more fei/l"s that cause me to avold places 
. or objects even though I know there is no real danger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 
50. I think some of my fei/l"s ill"e ooreasonable ..................................... 34 
Factor 24 (Indecision, Paranoia) Eigenvalue ~ ofv;r ewn~ ofv;r 
Psychoticism 1.77 0.7 51.7 
48. I hate to have other people look at me ....................................... 27 
205. I have a difficult time making decisions OI' getting things 
done on time because I'm not S\re about which 
72 
things re most important. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
150. I have some rather remarlcab le abilities such as 
clarvoyance, the ability to send mJ ~ts -.ithout 
speaking, kHn awareness of things 
that re about to pass, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Eigen valle c_g of vr Ctm~ of vr 
Factor 25 (Narc1ss1sm) £JdrtJ¥ersion 1.72 0.7 52.4 
162. Some ,,.aple think 1hat I tend to be vain and~- . ............ . ... . ..... .. .28 
169. I believe I am entilted to get things that please me and to 
have ,,.aple work to meet mJ needs . In ordtr to do this, 
I may do some thin9S such as take advantage of others, 
put mJ ~ts above theirs, or not WOl'TIJ about how other 
people feel, as long as I achieve mlj objectives ... .......... .. ...... . . ........ .28 
160. Some ,,.aple perceive me as shallow or bclmg in 
gfflUffss, a~ I try to be wann and channftj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
25. I'm tired an the time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Eigen valle ~ ofvr Ctm~ of var 
Factor 26 (Somatlzation) Psychoticism 1.69 0.7 53.1 
105. Double vision. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39 
7 . I can 't keep mlJ mind focused on OM thing ah tirne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23 
Eigenvalue ~of var Ctm~ ofvr 
Factor 27 (Paranoia) Psychoticism 1.65 0.7 53.6 
244. I am certain that some other being or force is 
interfemg with mJ life and causing me difficulty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
83. Having too much energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
152. I have been able to sense the presence of a force or person 
who was not actua11'j present with me in the room. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
242. A part of mlJ body is rotting or being eat«. awatJ 
tM:I a horri>le disease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
t 40. Thwe is a situation in mlJ life 1hat is so stressfu11hat 
I can't fmction as wen as I should ... . . .. ...... .... . ... . . .. ...... . . . ... . ... 21 
Eigen value ~ of var Ctm~ of vir 
Factor 29 (Tension) 1.60 0.7 55.1 
148. I am indifferentto the praise or criticism of others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
67. Muscle tension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 
79. Hot or cold speTis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24 
68. Muscle aches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Factor 30 (Act1ng out, Sleep disorder) 
EJJ·troversion 
136. I have frequentllj had the Tllpulse to steal something, 
Eigen value (Jj of vr Dfn(Jj of vr 
1.57 0.7 55.6 
73 
even~ I didn't really need to. ....................................... .40 
23. I experience quite a bit of 1nsomnia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."!>7 
13. I'm hamg troube sleepilg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 
Eigenvalue ~ ofv.- Cool~ ofv.-
Factor 31 (Depression) Neuroticism 1.53 0.6 56.4 
30. I don't do~ mDJ fill thilgs as I used to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45 
28. I'm not .-oood people as much these dacjs ...................................... 40 
33. I Mn less tabtive ~ I used to be. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
Eigen value ~of v.- Cool4.f; of nr 
Factor 32 (Anxiety, Phobia) Neuroticism 1.48 0.6 57.0 
40. I always have IJ'IUSUally creative ideas .............. . ....................... .29 
n. L9'theadedness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24 
78. Upset stomach .... ........... .. . ....................................... .22 
47. I don't lice being in places lice tmnels OT buses 
where I m9't not be able to get out if I need to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 
245. I have frequently been non of people talcing about me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21 
172. Sb:e the age of 18, I have had tram le keepilg a job, 
OT have changed jobs frequently, OT have left jobs 
because I wasn't being treated ricjlt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Eigenvalue ~ ofv.- Cool~ ofv.-
Factor 33 (Passivity) Neuroticism 1.47 0.6 57.6 
63.~ .. . ....................... . ......... ..... ......... ........... 38 
161. I tend to be concerned about myself and sometimes 
self-indulgent and incons'iderate of others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .36 
209. I have been accused of being ineff1C1ent, and have not 
moved ahead as well as I "Would have liced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28 
66. Tretnb'Hng. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27 
207. Sometimes I find mljselfprocr~ting, 
being sttmbom or forgetful. ............................................. .21 
Eigen value ~ of v.- Cool~ of v.-
Factor 34 (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) 1.44 0.6 58.2 
91 . I repeatedly dreMn about the event. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 
Eigen value 4.f; of v.- eoo,c.g of v.-
Factor 35 (Hysteria) Neuroticism 1.42 0.6 58.8 
103. Difficulty SYallowing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27 
8. My life has been so good lately that nothilg goes wrong. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Eigen value ~ of v.- eoo,c.g of var 
Factor 36 (Hysteria) Neurot icism 1.39 0.6 59.4 
14 
1 06. B'krred vision. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 
70. Eyelid t-tntooing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23 
41. I en jocJ beDj 5'1'"romded tMj people most of the tTne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Eigen va"kle c;g of v.- ewnc;g of v.-
Factor 37 (Ideas of reference) 1.36 0.6 60.0 
Psychot icism 
151. For a long m... I have avoided getmg clos. to 
other people and have sensed that people do such things 
. ~ blring ~Rt n¥J bd even thou1jdlW!:J don't Q1J so ......................... .22 
191 . I am very often bored ......................... .. ......................... 18 
Eigen va"kle ~ of v.- Cwn~ of v.-
Factor 38 (Mania) Psychoticism 1.35 0.6 60.5 
46. I lice to bucj\ ¥1d job ~ have a good time roore 
than most other people .-~ me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Eigen va"kle c;g of v.- ewnc;g of v.-
Factor 39 (Depression) Neurot icism 1.34 0.6 61. 1 
146. People often don't kno"W' that I have Under 
fee lings deep inside. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Z7 
21. I can't make decisions as eas11J as I'd lice to ................... ... .............. 25 
22. I sometTnes thnc that I 'Would lice to me ....... . .............. ... .............. 17 
Eigen va"kle c;g of v.- ewnc;g of v.-
Factor 40 (Bipolar) Psychoticism 1.32 0.5 61 .6 
188. I tend to have nther strong swings in n¥J mood 
that last a short tTne; for example, 
frocn depression to anxiebj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 
84. Lately, I have a 9'"eat deal to say to people ..... .. ............................. 29 
36. I cnJ , or I am tearful a lot of the tTne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .28 
206. I gossip quite often . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .26 
143. I'm VH"lj jealous lately . ... ... .............................. . ... .. ....... 25 
187. I have difficulty mai')taining long tenn friendsh1>5 .............................. 24 
31. I often exp« itnce 9lJ'11t about thDjs that I've done ..... ... ... ....... ... .. ..•...... 15 
Eigen valle c;g of v.- Cwn~ of v.-
Factor 41 (lrratlona11ty) Neuroticism 1.30 0.5 62.2 
86. I often have thoughts that I don't lice, 
or that don't make sense. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
124. I've fOl'"gotten some WTlportant persona 1 thD}s about 
11¥Jself that I should be able to remember .... ....... ..... ...... . ............. .26 
87. There .-e one OI'" more behaviors which I have to do, 
but which give me no pleastre ~don't make sense ............................ 24 
75 
Eigen value 95 of var Ctm95 of var 
Factor 42 (Anxiety) Nellroticism 1.27 0.5 62.7 
1 . Late\j, I've hHf'I VtnJ restless ... . .......... . ............. . ................. .23 
14. I am tense much of the tinle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .22 
Eigen value 95 of var Ctm95 of var 
Factor 43 (Suspicion) 1.25 0.5 63.2 
141 . I am suspicious or afraid that someone has it in for me, 
or m1'lt want to do me harm .. ..... .... . ...... . . . ...................... . .. 19 
Eigen value 95 of var Ctm95 of var 
Factor 44 (Somatization) Neuroticism 1.24 0.5 63.7 
111. Nausea . . ... .. ................ ........................................ 34 
114. Diarrhea . ...... . ........................ . ..................... . ...... 28 
82. F\Jshld f ~ ................... . ....................................... .28 
112. Vomiting spells ........... . ...... . . .................................... .27 
110. Abdominal pains. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
113. Bloating ................... . ........ . ................................. 18 
Eigen value 95 of var Ctm~ of var 
Factor 45 (Unnamed) 1.22 0.5 64.2 
73. Eas-i\j startled ............... . .............................. . .......... .21 
Eigen value ~ of var Ctm95 of var 
Factor 46 (Ptm1c) Nellroticism 1.20 0.5 64.7 
52. tk-art ~ in ITlCJ chest ............................... . ........... . ..... n 
74. Hl-art ~or rxing ................. . ..................... ... ... ..... 36 
4. I have a lot of ideas that race throucjl ITlCJ head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 
Eigen value ~ of var Ctm95 of var 
Factor 47 (Avoidance) Neuroticism 1. 18 0.5 65.2 
149. I am not real\j close to more than one or two peolpe ...... . ...................... 46 
147. I tend to remain aloof from most people ... ........... .. .................... . . 35 
154. People seem to hav. difficulbj ooderstanding me . . ............................. .20 
Eigen va\Je 95 of nr Ctm95 of var 
Factor 48 (Seizures) 1.59 0.5 65.7 
1 09. Seiz\res. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27 
Eigen value 95 of var Ctm95 of var 
Factor 49 (Impulse Disorder) DtlrtJversion 1.15 0.5 66.2 
135. On more than one occasion I have had problems that 
resulted from ITlCJ gambling, such as not being able to 
Pat.I ITlCJ bills, problems with l1llJ spouse, etc ...................... .. .......... .20 
Factor 50 (Ant 1-soc1a1 persona 11 ty) 
£,1s·traversion 
182. I thnc It's CJ( for me to lie or con others, 
76 
Eicjftl valuf CJ5 ofv<r DrnCJ5 ofv<r 
1.14 0.5 66.7 
if it Wlll get me someth1rlg I realllJ want ..................................... .23 
142. I need to guard m1J se 1f from being blamed, or 1rl some 
way suffer1rlcj from the dislocjalty of m1J friends ............................... .22 
1 n. I ~e V..tentionallj set destructive fTes . .. ......... .. ............. . .......... 19 
144. other people thnc that I am too quick to take offense, 
or that I am too sensitive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
Eigen vabo CJ5 of Y<r et.nCJ5 of v<r 
Factor 52 (Hypomanic) 1.1 o 0.5 67.6 
3. I am more talcative than usual. ....................................... . ...... 30 
174. ()-.most occas1ons I ~ange for neighbors or friends to 
take c.-e of of m1J child (or children), and when that's 
not possible, I think it's ancjlt to leave 
thefn on their own for awhfle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Eigen vabo CJ5 of Y<r et.nCJ5 of v<r 
Factor 54 (Insecurity) Ne11roticism 1.06 0.4 68.5 
59. Excessive sweating ......... . ..... .. ............... . ..................... 32 
58. Hot or cold flashes ................ .. ..................................... 30 
2CXl . I would descri>e m1Jself as a conventional, 
serious, and somewhat formal person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.7 
Eigenvalue CJ5 of var et.nCJ5 of var 
Factor 55 (Somatlzatlon) Ne11roticism 1.05 0.4 68.9 
"S1 . Ting ling 1rl m1J hands or feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.7 
Eigen vabo CJ5 of v;r et.nCJ5 of var 
Factor 56 (Restless) Neuroticism 1.04 0.4 69.4 
218. Latelj I have just had to keep mortig ................................. ... .... .2.4 
108. Trouble walcing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.3 
Eigen vabo CJ5 of var et.nCJ5 of var 
Factor 57 (Somat1zat1on) Neuroticism 1.01 0.4 69.8 
76. c~ hands .......................................................... 30 
1 04. Loss of voice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29 
75. Coldness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .2.4 
181 . I make promises I can't keep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 
81. L.trnp ... the thr~t ...................................................... .2.1 
Appendix C: Proposed Relationship of 
Items to DSM Ill Diagnostic Categories. 
Item numbens>. DSM 111 diagnosis DSM Ill code 
1-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M6nic . . ................... 296.4 X 
9- 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Depressed ... .. .... . ......... 296.2 X 
23- 46. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cycl othymic .. . ........ . ..... 301.13 
47 .... . .. . ..... . . . .. Agoraphobi6 ... . ..... . .. . .... 300.22 
48- 51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Social Phobia ...... . ......... 300.23 
52-62. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P6nic Disorder . . ....... . ..... 300.01 
63-85. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Generalized Anxiety . ......... 300.02 
86-89. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Obsessive/Compulsive . ... . ... 300.03 
90- 1O1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post Traumotl c Stress . ... .. .. 308. 
102-121. .... . .. . .... Somotizotion Disorder ... .... . 300.81 
122 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Conversion Disorder .......... 300.11 
123 . . . ....... . ...... Hypocondliosis .............. 300.70 
124 . ...... .. .. ... ... Psychogenic Amnesi6 . . . . ..... 300.12 
125 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Transsexualism .. ... . ... . .... 302.5 X, 
302.60 
12p .... . Fetishism .. . . .. . ..... .. ... . . 302.81 
127 . . .. . Transvestism . . ... . .... . .. . .. 302.30 
128 . . . . . ... . . . . .. .. . Zoophelia . ... .. ...... . . . .. . . 302.1 O 
77 
Item numbensl DSM 111 diagnosis DSM 111 code 
129 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pedophe 1 i a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302.20 
130 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exhibitionism .... ............ 302.40 
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Voyeurism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302.82 
132........ .. .... . . Sexual Masochism ... . ... . .... 302.83 
133 . .... ........... . Sexual Sadism ............... 302.84 
134 ... ....... . ...... Sexuol Dysfunction .. .. ....... 302.7 X 
135 ................. Pathological Gambling . . ...... 312.31 
136 . . ... .. ... . ... . .. Kleptomonio . . . .. ... . ........ 312.32 
137 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pyromani o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 312.33 
138-139. . . . . . . . . . . . . Intermittent Explosive Disorder 
312.34 
140 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adjustment Disorder ..... .. .. 309. XX 
141-146 . . . .. . . . .... . Paranoid Personality ......... 301.00 
147-149 . ....... .. . .. Schizoid .................... 301 .20 
150-154. . ....... . ... Schizotypal. ... .... . . ... . ... 301.22 
155-164. ... .... . .... Histrionic .... . . ............. 301.50 
165-169 ............. Narcissistic ............. .. .. 301.81 
170-183. . . . . . . . . . . . . Anti socio 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 301. 70 
184-191. . . . . . . . . . . . . Borderline .... . .............. 30 1.83 
192-196 ........ . .... Avoident. .. . ..... .. ... ...... 301.82 
197-199. . . . . . . . . . . . Dependent. .......... ... ..... 301 .60 
200-205 ... . .. ...... . Compulsive ..... ..... . . . . . ... 301.40 
206-212 ... ... . . . .... Passive-Aggressive ... .. .... . 301 .84 
78 
Item numben~.>. DSM 111 diagnosis DSM Ill code 
213-219 . . . .. ... .. ... Dementia-Delerium .. . . .. . . . . . 290.3 
220-224. ............ Pre-senile Dementia ..... . .. . . 290.1 
225-229 . .. ...... . ... Substance-induced Amnestic Disorder 
292.83 
230-232 ........... . . Organic Delusions/Hallucinations 
293.81 , 
293.82 
233-247 .......... . .. Schizophrenic Disorders . .... . 295. 
79 
